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Document Conventions The QM documentation uses a simple set of conventions in descriptions of command lines or language elements. For example DELETE.FILE {DATA | DICT} file.name {FORCE} Items in bold type (DELETE.FILE for example) are keywords that must be entered as they appear in the description except that in most instances they may be in either upper or lower case. Items in italics (file.name) represent places in commands or language statements where some variable data is required. In this case it is the name of a file. Items enclosed in curly brackets (e.g. {FORCE}) are optional parts of a command or statement. The curly brackets are not part of the data and should not be typed. The descriptions will explain when the item should be used and what effect it has. Lists of alternative keywords are shown separated by vertical bar characters (e.g. {DATA | DICT}). Items that may be repeated are followed by ellipsis (...). The text explains the rules governing related items. The mark characters are represented by IM, FM, VM, SM and TM.



Keyboard References If you are not familiar with the special keys on your keyboard, the following may help: Ctrl-A



Press A while holding the Ctrl key down.



Alt-A



Press A while holding the Alt key down.



Esc-A



Press the Escape key followed by the A key. Do not hold the Escape key down.
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1 Welcome to QM This manual is intended as an introduction to the QM database for both novice users and those who have worked with similar products in the past. In general, each section includes a basic overview that more experienced users may find they can skip. This manual is not a complete description of QM. For a detailed description of the command language see the Command Reference Guide and for the programming language see the QMBasic Programming Guide. The Quick Reference Guide contains a very brief description of every command, programming statement, etc as a reference book for use once you have mastered the basics.



2 What is QM? QM is a database management system that allows you to develop and run applications for your business or personal use. It includes a wide range of advanced tools and features for complex applications whilst still allowing relatively painless construction of simpler applications. QM is a member of a family of database products known as multivalue databases, a term that relates to how the system stores your data. If you have experience of products such as Access or Oracle, you may find the architecture of QM to be alien to what you have learnt in the past. It's not wrong; it's just a different way to work and experience over many years shows that application development for a multivalue database is often many times quicker than for other methodologies. QM is the only multivalue database product that is available both as a fully supported commercial product and in open source form for developers who wish to modify the product under the terms of the General Public Licence. The open source version comes with no warranty and no unchargeable support. This manual describes the commercial product though most of what is here should apply equally to the open source.



2.1



Multivalue Databases



There are many different databases on the market but they all fall into a small number of basic types. One of these is the relational database such as Oracle or Access. A relational database holds data in the form of tables in just the same way that we could store information as tables written on paper. Consider an order processing system. We need to hold information about the orders that each customer has placed. Keeping things very simple, at a minimum we might need a table such as that shown below. Order no 1001 1002 1003 1004



Date 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05 13 Jan 05 13 Jan 05



Customer 1728 3194 7532 1263



Product 107 318 220 318



Quantity 4 2 1 2



In this simple table, each row represents an order and each column holds data associated with that order. Relational databases are built following a set of rules known as the Laws of Normalisation. One of these, the first law, states that we may not have repeating data. In practical terms this means that we cannot add extra columns to the right of the table to allow a customer to order more than one item at the same time.
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Introduction to QM Order no 1001 1002 1003 1004



Date 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05 13 Jan 05 13 Jan 05



Customer 1728 3194 7532 1263



Product 107 318 220 318



Quantity 4 2 1 2



Product



Quantity



452



3



Clearly this restriction is not acceptable in the real world. There are many reasons why this is not allowed, mostly based on the way in which the data will be stored by the computer system. If we are to observe the First Law of Normalisation, we must reconstruct our data in some way that removes the additional columns. One way would be to split an order that has multiple item across several rows of our table. Order no 1001-1 1002-1 1002-2 1003-1 1004-1



Date 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05 13 Jan 05 13 Jan 05



Customer 1728 3194 3194 7532 1263



Product 107 318 452 220 318



Quantity 4 2 3 1 2



Lines 1 2 2 1 1



Although we can now store as many items in an order as we wish, things have become more complicated. Firstly, the details of a single order are now split across multiple rows of our table. Secondly, we have been forced to add an extra column so that we can know how many lines there are in the order. Also, we have duplicated some information, a step which actually breaks another of the Laws of Normalisation. To avoid this last complication, a typical implementation of this sort of data in a fully normalised system (e.g. Access) would break the order into two separate tables, one containing the basic information about the order and the other containing the details of the items ordered. Order no 1001 1002 1003 1004



Date 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05 13 Jan 05 13 Jan 05



Detail Ref 1001-1 1002-1 1002-2 1003-1 1004-1



Product 107 318 452 220 318



Customer 1728 3194 7532 1263



Lines 1 2 1 1



Quantity 4 2 3 1 2



Things are becoming complex and this is supposed to be a trivial application! Multivalue database products avoid this complication by removing the need to adhere to the First Law of Normalisation. We allow a single cell of our table to hold more than one value (hence "multivalue"). Order no 1001 1002



Date 12 Jan 05 12 Jan 05



Customer 1728 3194



1003 1004



13 Jan 05 13 Jan 05



7532 1263



Product 107 318 452 220 318



Quantity 4 2 3 1 2



If you have spent many years working with fully normalised databases, you are probably shaking your head and saying that we cannot do this. Yes, we can do it. It's just a different way to hold our data. Think about the advantages: The entire order is all held as a single record; there is no redundant duplication of data; we do not need an item counter. Introduction to QM
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The end result of this is that our multivalue view of the world is typically much faster than its fully normalised counterpart though there will always be situations where this model is not ideal. In such cases, you can freely revert to using the fully normalised approach. Notice that fully normalised data can be stored in a multivalue database. The opposite tends not to be true. Note how in our multivalued implementation of the above example, the values in the product and quantity columns are related together. For any particular order, the first product number belongs with the first quantity, the second product number belongs with the second quantity and so on. A typical realistic table may have several separate sets of fields that are linked in this way. By adopting this data model instead of using additional columns, the data model imposes no limit to the number of items that may be included in an order. This extended form of the relational database model is at the heart of the QM database. You may also see it referenced as post-relational, nested table or NF2 (non-first normal form). They all mean the same thing.



The time has come to introduce some terminology. A typical application will have many tables, perhaps hundreds or even thousands though the multivalue model usually results in far fewer tables than in other data models. Each table is stored as a file. The rows of our table are known as records and the columns as fields (some users refer to these as attributes). The data stored in a field may be made up of multiple values. The relationship between the values in different fields (e.g. product and quantity above) is referred to as an association. The data model goes one step further and allows the values to be further divided into subvalues. Extending this example, we might need to store the serial numbers of each product that we sell. Consider just order 1002: Order no 1002



Date 12 Jan 05



Customer 3194



Product 318



Quantity 2



452



3



Serial No 15273 15283 3728 3736 3436



Every record stored in a file must have a unique record id or key by which it can be identified. In the above example, the order number would be the record id. If there is nothing naturally unique about the data, the application developer must add an extra item to hold item to act as the record id. Although record ids are often numbers, they can be any sequence of up to 63 characters (this limit can be increased by your system administrator). Although there is a limit to the number of records that a file may hold, it is so vast that it would never affect any real application.



2.1.1 Mark Characters So, we have seen the data model represented as tables but how is this actually stored in the database? There are two requirements that we need to meet. Firstly, the multivalue model must not impose any restriction on the number of fields in a record, values in a field, or subvalues in a value. Although our example above has only a few lines in the order, it is perfectly reasonable that a customer may want to purchase hundreds of items in one order. Also, in many databases, the application developer specifies how large a field can be. Perhaps, in the above example we might define the order number as being four digits. When the time comes to place order 10000 we have to restructure the database. Again, this is not acceptable. The multivalue data model must allow truly
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variable length data. In fact, a value can anything from zero length (empty, a null item) to many megabytes in size. To achieve this, the data is stored (and manipulated in programs) as a structure known as a dynamic array where the data is represented in character form with a special marker character, a field mark, placed between each field. Where the data in a field has multiple values, these are separated by value mark characters. And, as you might expect, if a value holds multiple subvalues, these are separated by the subvalue mark character. Thus our order 1002 becomes 1002FM13527FM3194FM318VM452FM2VM3FM15273SM15283VM3728SM3736SM3436 This looks complex when you first see it but take it apart level by level and you will see how simple it is. Notice that the date has been stored as 13527. This concept is discussed in section 12 but dates are stored internally as a number of days from a fixed reference point in time. Fields, value and subvalues are numbered from one upwards. Thus, in the example above, the date is in field 2 and the product numbers are in field 3. Within database dictionaries (special files that describe the structure of the data), the record id is referred to as being field zero. This is a dictionary convention and has no meaning in other contexts.



By use of mark characters, we can have any number of fields in a record, values in a field, or subvalues in a value. We also have no restrictions on the size of an item. However, all good ideas have a down side. If we want to find the second product in the order, because everything is variable length, we have no alternative but to start at the beginning, walk along counting field marks until we arrive in the product field and then count value marks until we find the value we want. This mechanism is implemented deep inside the database engine using some powerful optimisation techniques and proves much faster than the equivalent fully normalised approach for most realistic data structures. So what are the mark characters? A computer represents characters internally as numbers by assigning each character a numeric value. Although there are alternatives, the commonly used characters set is known as ASCII (an abbreviation for American Standard Code for Information Interchange) and has 256 possible characters values, numbered from 0 to 255. When the multivalue data model was first designed, the upper half of the ASCII character set (characters 128 to 255) was not defined. The last five of these unused characters were taken to represent the mark characters. We have seen three but there are two more; the item mark which is almost unused in QM, and the text mark which is used by some operations to mark places where a character sequence should be broken into fragments, perhaps to display it over multiple lines. The full set of mark characters is shown below.



Item mark Field mark Value mark Subvalue mark Text mark



ASCII character 255 254 253 252 251



Symbol I M F M V M S M T M



Symbolic constant @IM @FM @VM @SM @TM



Record ids may not contain the mark characters. As time has gone on, the upper half of the ASCII character set has been defined with a number of alternative implementations to meets the needs of the language of the user. In most English speaking counties, we use a variant known as the Latin I character set which includes the accented characters found in many European languages. Unfortunately, some of these clash with our reserved mark characters, notably the German u umlaut (ü) which is character 252, our subvalue mark. QM does not currently contain any standard mechanism to avoid this clash. Introduction to QM
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2.1.2 A Brief History of Multivalue Databases1 The original multivalue database was designed by Dick Pick (hence the frequently used term "Pick databases") back in 1968. The current D3 database from Raining Data is a direct descendant of the original Pick product but there have been many other players along the way, some large, some small. Some of these are significant to the way in which QM works. The Reality database, originally implemented on McDonnell Douglas systems but now owned by Northgate Information Solutions, closely follows the Pick style of operation. The long defunct Prime Information database from Prime Computer retained the same data model and general principles but made some fairly significant changes to the command and programming languages. In the mid-1980's the various companies with multivalue products hit a problem. The world was standardising on the Unix operating system but these products did not run on Unix. As a result of this, McDonnell Douglas developed an "open systems" version of Reality (Reality X) and Prime Computer developed the PI/open database. At the same time, two start up companies appeared each with their own Unix based multivalue implementation, VMark (UniVerse) and Unidata (Unidata). These companies set out to capture users from the existing products as well as taking on new users. The history is long and complex but to bring it up to date in one step, UniVerse and Unidata are now both owned by IBM. Technically, IBM also own Prime Information and PI/open but both products have been retired. The UniVerse and Unidata products (usually referred to collectively as U2) follow the Information style of implementation by default but have features that allow them to look more like the Pick style if required. QM was originally developed in 1983 for use as an embedded database but not released as a product in its own right until 2001. Like the U2 products, it is an Information style database but has options to make it more like Pick for those who need it.



1



All trade name referenced in this section are duly acknowledged.
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3 Installation If you are going to try things out as we go along, the first thing we need to discuss is how to install your own version of QM. This section relates only to the commercial QM product. If you are planning to use the open source version of QM and build your own system, none of what follows in this section applies to you. Although QM can be supplied on CD, users normally download the software from the OpenQM website (www.openqm.com). This ensures that you have the latest version of this rapidly developing product. If you purchase a commercial QM licence, you are free to download and install new versions as often as you wish during the free upgrade period (at least one year but this period can be extended). After this period expires, there will be a charge for upgrades. The software comes with free support for the first 60 days beyond which time further support is available on a chargeable basis. You can also use QM in its "Personal Version" mode. This is exactly the same as the commercial product but is restricted for use in non-commercial activities, typically as a learning environment, and has a low limit on the size of database file that it will support. The personal version comes with no support beyond any help necessary to get it installed. You will probably not want to install every revision that is released. The web site includes a What's new in recent releases page that can be used to help decide when an upgrade is desirable. To download the software, follow the link to the download page and select the appropriate version for your platform. Right click on the Download link and select Save as to copy the install file to your system. If you need to move the file from the system on which it is downloaded to a different system for installation, be sure to use a binary mode copy tool. The installation process is exactly the same for a new installation and for an upgrade. The following sections describe the process for each platform.



3.1



Installation on Windows



The downloaded self-extracting install file has a name of the form qm_2-1-12.exe, where the numeric components identify the release. Execute this file. The first screen confirms that you are about to install QM. Click on the Next button to continue. The install process now displays the software licence. Tick the box to say that you accept the terms of this licence and click on the Next button. QM can be installed in any convenient location. The default is C:\QMSYS but this can be changed. An upgrade installation will offer the directory used for the previous installation as the default. Having selected the installation directory, you will be asked to specify the program group folder name in the Start menu. This defaults to QM and is probably best left unchanged. The final step before installation commences is to select the components to be installed. The components offered are: QM Database



The QM database itself



QMTerm



A simple terminal emulator



QM Online Documentation



Adobe Acrobat style pdf documentation



QMAdmin



A Windows based system administration tool



QMClient



The Visual Basic API software for Windows developers
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After the main installation has been performed, the install process displays a screen in which the authorisation data can be entered. This is discussed in section 3.3. If this is an upgrade installation, you will be asked if the VOC file (see section 8) should be updated in all accounts. Although this is probably a good idea, users will be asked about upgrading when they enter QM if it is left until later. The installation process then runs the QM Configuration Editor to allow changes to be made to configuration parameters. These are described in a later section. Finally, the installer offers to show the readme file. The installation process does not add QM to the Windows PATH environment variable. Depending on how you plan to operate your system it may be worth adding the bin subdirectory of the QMSYS account to the PATH variable.



3.2



Installation on Linux or FreeBSD



The downloaded self-extracting install file has a name of the form qm_2-1-12 for Linux or qmf_2-1-12 for FreeBSD, where the numeric components identify the release. Execute this file. The installer confirms that you are about to install QM. Note that any existing installation of QM must have been shut down before installation of a new version. The compressed install file is unpacked and the software licence is displayed. You must confirm that you agree with this licence to continue. QM can be installed in any convenient location. The default is /usr/qmsys but this can be changed. An upgrade installation will offer the directory used for the previous installation as the default. After the main installation has been performed, the install process displays a screen in which the authorisation data can be entered. This is discussed in section 3.3. If this is an upgrade installation, you will be asked if the VOC file (see section 8) should be updated in all accounts. Although this is probably a good idea, users will be asked about upgrading when they enter QM if it is left until later. Finally, you will be asked whether the operating system network service should be restarted. This is necessary after a new installation before QM can be accessed from network connections. It should not normally be needed after an upgrade installation. The installation process does not add QM to the operating system PATH environment variable. Depending on how you plan to operate your system it may be worth adding the bin subdirectory of the QMSYS account to the PATH variable.
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3.3



Licence Authorisation



QM will request licence authorisation data entry as part of the installation process described above. A new licence can also be applied at any time by use of the UPDATE.LICENCE command in the QMSYS account or from the command prompt by executing QM with the -L option (case insensitive).



You need to enter the details in the boxes surrounded by square brackets as given on your licence paperwork. Licence number



The unique 10 digit number identifying this licence. If you are using the Personal Version, enter the word Personal and leave all further boxes empty.



Max users



The maximum number of concurrent processes including Windows GUI processes such as QMAdmin and QMClient.



Expiry date



The last date on which this licence is valid.



Authorisation code



A case insensitive sequence required to validate your licence details.



Security number



A number required to further validate your licence details.



Site text



This must be entered exactly as on your licence form.



The system id is used to tie a licence to a specific machine. The normal licensing procedure starts with a short term licence that will install on any system. During the life of this licence, you should supply the system id to your dealer who will then send you the final permanent licence. If you subsequently move the QM software to a new system, you will need to arrange with your dealer to receive a new licence. There will normally be no charge for this so long as you undertake to remove the old installation. When installing a new release of QM over an existing version, the previous licence details are displayed as the defaults. To preserve these either press the return key in each field in turn or use ctrl-X to exit from the screen.
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3.4



Startup and Shutdown of QM (Linux and FreeBSD only)



QM maintains some persistent data in shared memory2 that is accessed by all QM users. On a Windows system, this shared memory is discarded when the last QM user logs out and will be reloaded automatically when the next user enters QM. On other platforms, the QM shared memory must be explicitly loaded or discarded. The installation process will add system startup and shutdown scripts to start QM when the system is booted and to take it down gracefully when the system is shutdown. QM may be started, stopped or restarted at any time by typing: /etc/rc.d/init.d/qm start



or



qm -start



/etc/rc.d/init.d/qm stop



or



qm -stop



/etc/rc.d/init.d/qm restart



or



qm -restart



On FreeBSD, use qm -start qm -stop qm -restart



3.5



Deinstallation



Should it be necessary to uninstall the QM database, the following steps are required:



Windows Execute the QM Uninstaller from the QM program group.



Linux or FreeBSD 1. Login with superuser rights and type "qm -stop". 2. Run the uninstall program in the qmsys/bin directory.



2



A special place in your computer's memory that is visible to all QM users. It is used to hold information that must be shared between users such as database locking tables that control simultaneous updates by multiple users.
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4 QM Accounts Each QM application has an account directory in which files private to that application are stored. As well as one of more user accounts representing different applications or versions of a single application, there is always a system account named QMSYS which contains all of the components of the QM database product itself. You should not use this account for your own applications as parts of it are overwritten when a new version is installed. A new account may be created from within any other account by use of the CREATE.ACCOUNT command. Alternatively, use the relevant operating system command to make a new directory in a suitable position and invoke QM in that directory. You will be prompted to confirm that you wish to make this directory into a new account. QM will create a VOC file (see below) in this directory and it is then ready for use. Other system files may be created subsequently by some commands. QM maintains a register of account names and their corresponding operating system pathnames in a file named ACCOUNTS in the QMSYS account. This file is visible from all accounts on the system but, because ACCOUNTS is the sort of name that might well be used as an application file, the alternative name QM.ACCOUNTS is used. Account names are mapped to uppercase in QM. They must start with a letter, may not contain spaces and are limited to 32 characters.



The standard files present in an account are shown below. For an explanation of directory and dynamic file types, see section 10. VOC



The vocabulary, a file that controls all aspects of command processing within QM. The VOC is discussed in detail in section 8.



BP



Application programs are written using the QMBasic programming language. The BP file (Basic Programs) is the default place to keep application programs. This file must be created when first needed and is usually a directory file. The compiler output is placed in a file of the same name as the source file but with a suffix of .OUT added (e.g. BP.OUT). The output file is created automatically when first required and must be a directory file.



$ACC



This is the account directory viewed as a QM directory file.



$COMO



QM provides a facility to record output that is displayed at the user's screen in a file. This file is known as a como (command output) file for compatibility with other systems. The $COMO file is automatically created as a directory file when the COMO ON command is first used. The command also specifies the record name to be used to store the output. This file also contains the log files generated by background (phantom) processes.



$HOLD



This is a directory file used to receive output sent to a print unit by a program or standard command that has been set into mode 3 (output to hold file).



$SAVEDLISTS



This is a directory file used to store saved select lists. See the SAVE.LIST and GET.LIST commands in the Command Reference Guide for more information.



$SCREENS



This is a dynamic file used to hold screen definitions that are to be shared between accounts. See the description of the SCRB screen builder in the Command Reference Guide for more information.



The $COMO, $HOLD and $SAVEDLISTS files tend to collect redundant data as time goes by and may be cleared using the CLEAN.ACCOUNT command. Other files not directly visible from QM are: cat



A subdirectory under the account holding programs added to the private catalogue using
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the CATALOGUE verb. Users should not modify this file except by use of the associated QM commands. The private catalogue can be moved by creating an X-type VOC entry named $PRIVATE.CATALOGUE in which field 2 contains the pathname of the alternative private catalogue directory. This only takes effect when QM is re-entered or on use of the LOGTO command. This feature is particularly useful where two or more accounts are to share a common private catalogue. stacks



A subdirectory under the account used to store saved command stacks when a user exits from QM. On Windows systems, users of QMConsole sessions do not use this file. Instead, the command history is stored in a VOC record named $COMMAND.STACK.



The following files are in the QMSYS account only: ACCOUNTS



The register of account names described above. This file is visible from all accounts as QM.ACCOUNTS.



bin



A subdirectory, not visible from within QM, containing all the operating system level executable programs that form part of QM.



ERRMSG



A file of standard Pick style message texts provided for compatibility with other multivalue products and used by the QMBasic STOP, ABORT and ERRMSG statements for programs compiled with Pick style message processing.



gcat



Not directly visible from inside QM, this is the global catalogue directory. This file should only be accessed using the standard catalogue processing commands.



NEWVOC



The template vocabulary file from which new accounts are created. This file should not be updated by users as it will be overwritten on upgrading to a new release.



$IPC



This file, not visible from inside QM, is used to support inter-process communication and should not be touched by users.



$MAP



This file, visible from all accounts, is the default destination for a map of the system catalogue produced with the MAP command.



SYSCOM



The SYSCOM file holds standard definitions for use in QMBasic programs. It also contains QMClient.bas, a set of definitions for use in Visual Basic programs that use the QMClient API.



terminfo



A subdirectory containing definitions of control data for terminal devices.



terminfo.src



The master source from which the terminfo definitions are built.



Accounts that are no longer needed can be deleted using the DELETE.ACCOUNT command.
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5 Entering QM The QM database can be accessed in a number of ways. The simplest is use of a console session. This is entry into QM directly from the system on which it is installed. Other methods allow direct connection over a network or via a serial port and are discussed later in this section. On Windows systems, once QM has been successfully installed, the program group chosen during the install (usually QM) will contain an item titled "QM console". Clicking on this item will open a console window. You will see a copyright line and a site specific licence line. You will then be asked to enter the name of the account you wish to work in. On Linux or FreeBSD systems, login to the operating system and then type qm at the command prompt (this assumes that the operating system PATH environment variable has been set as suggested earlier). This technique can also be used from the Command Prompt window on a Windows system. In all cases, if your current directory when you entered QM was not already a QM account, you will be asked if you wish to make it into one.



5.1



Entering QM Directly via a Network



TCP/IP network technology assigns each computer on the network a unique address, usually written as four numbers separated by dots (e.g. 193.118.13.14). When a connection is made to a network address, the caller also specifies a "port number" which identifies the service to which they wish to connect. If networking is new to you, it may help to consider the concept of network addresses and port numbers as being similar to telephone numbers and extensions. With its default configuration, QM listens for users entering via a network connection on TCP/IP port 4242. This can be changed to an alternative port or disabled completely by amending the QM configuration parameters. Windows users who do not have any other telnet software running on their system may wish to change this to port 23, the default telnet port. You can connect to QM using most terminal emulators. A licence for the AccuTerm emulator from AccuSoft Enterprises is bundled with a commercial QM licence. This emulator includes several features specifically for QM. Although the licence is bundled, you will need to download the latest version of the emulator software from the AccuSoft website. On Linux and FreeBSD systems, the install process will make the necessary changes to the operating system files that control the network. There should be no need for any manual user intervention unless you decide to modify the default settings. On Windows 95/98/ME, the installation process installs a server program, QMSrvr, in the bin subdirectory of the account. This must be started manually though this can be automated via the Startup folder. Due to a published defect in Windows, the server cannot detect a system shutdown and must be closed manually. On later versions of Windows, the QM installation process installs a Windows service (QMSvc) to manage the network. There should be no need to change anything as it will start and stop automatically as required. On all Windows environments, there is a QM Network Control program in the QM program group that can be used to start and stop the appropriate network server.



5.1.1 Port Mapping Some legacy software relies on being able to connect via multiple ports, each leading to creation of a process with a fixed user number related to the port number. QM supports this capability via a feature known as port mapping. For more details, see the PORTMAP configuration parameter.
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Port mapping is not available on Windows 95/98/ME.



5.2



Entering QM Directly via a Serial Port



On Windows NT and later, the QMSvc service can monitor one or more serial ports for incoming QM connections. This allows entry from directly connected terminals of via dial-up lines. See the SERIAL configuration parameter of QMSvc for more details. It is also possible to login a serial port from another QM process using the LOGIN.PORT command. This will skip the user authentication described below as the new process runs with the user name and access rights of the user who established the connection. This style of login can be useful when connecting to automated data collection devices. The LOGIN paragraph described below would typically be used to enter the application.



5.3



Logging In to QM



Users entering QM directly from a network connection or via a serial port must provide a valid user name and password for authentication purposes. On Linux and FreeBSD, this must be a user name known to the underlying operating system. The resultant QM process will run as this user and with the access rights of that user. Use the appropriate operating system administration tools to create and maintain user names. On Windows NT and upwards, the user name must also be known to the operating system. Many user of Windows XP choose to operate their systems with login at the server screen disabled, however, Windows enforces use of a valid user name on network connections, including "loop back" to the host system from a terminal emulator running on the same machine. User names can be set up using the User Administration area of the Windows Control Panel. The QM process will run as the specified user and with that user's access rights. When using domain style logins, the format is username@domain. Earlier versions of Windows (95/98/ME) did not provide a suitable user authentication system so QM provides its own. This can be disabled using the SECURITY command if required, leaving the system open for network users to connect with no authentication.



5.3.1 Suppressing the Copyright and Licence Lines The -quiet option to the QM executable suppresses display of the copyright and licence details. This is particularly useful in situations such as scripts using QM as part of a CGI web interface. The LOGIN.PORT command mentioned above, implies use of the -quiet option so that no data is sent to the port until the application starts execution.



5.4



The Login Process



When a user logs into QM, the following steps occur: 1. Except for QMConsole sessions on Windows, QM looks for an environment variable named TERM and, if found, uses it to set the default terminal type. If this is not found, vt100 is used. The terminal type can be changed later from within QM using the TERM command.
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2. QM then looks for environment variables named LINES and COLUMNS and, if found and valid, uses these to set the initial size of the terminal window. When using a QMConsole session on Windows, the displayed window will be adjusted to be this size. On other connections, it is the user's responsibility to ensure that the terminal emulator screen dimensions match those expected by QM. 3. The system looks in the QMSYS account VOC file to find a paragraph named MASTER.LOGIN and, if this exists, executes it. This paragraph can be used for system wide initialisation such as setting European date format or standard printer associations. 4. The system checks in the user's account VOC file to find an executable (menu, paragraph, sentence, verb, etc) item named LOGIN and, if this exists, executes it. The LOGIN item is typically used to perform account specific initialisation and the enter the application. 5. The break key is enabled. By running the MASTER.LOGIN and LOGIN paragraphs with the break key disabled, the user cannot quit out of any security checking done in these paragraphs. If a LOGIN paragraph is used to start the application, it may be necessary to enable the break key at this stage by including a BREAK ON command. Step 4 above is also executed when the LOGTO command is used to move to a new account.



User specific process initialisation can be performed by testing the content of the @LOGNAME variable in the MASTER.LOGIN or LOGIN paragraphs. For example, IF @LOGNAME = 'ADMINISTRATOR' THEN ADMIN.STARTUP or even executing a user name dependant paragraph by a command of the form START.
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6 Using QM Commands The command prompt is the colon character. Whenever this is displayed at the start of a line, QM is ready to accept a new command. The first word of a command entered at the command prompt must be the name of a command recognised by QM as described in section 8. Other valid actions at the command prompt are •



Command stack operations, prefixed by a dot character



•



Command editor keystrokes



•



Save the command without execution by appending a question mark



6.1



The Command Stack



Commands entered at the terminal are stored in a command stack (actually, although this is the commonly used term, it is incorrect; the command history is a queue, not a stack). Commands may subsequently be recalled for re-execution by a simple short form command or edited to make modifications. The stack holds the last 99 commands, indexed by number such that the most recent command is numbered as 1, the oldest as 99. This section makes frequent reference to the VOC file, a place where QM defines command names and their meanings. This is fully documented in section 8. The stack can be manipulated by commands prefixed by a dot character entered at the command prompt. This system is common to many multivalue database products and allows commands on the stack to be edited as well as providing facilities to save and restore sequences of commands to and from VOC paragraphs. The stack manipulation commands are .An text



Append text to command stack entry n. There must be a space before text. Any additional spaces will be included in the appended data. If n is omitted, the top entry on the stack (position 1) is updated. The text is displayed after modification.



.Cn /old/new/G



Change string old to new in stack entry n. If n is omitted, it defaults to one. The delimiters around old and new may be any non-space character. The space before the first delimiter may be omitted if the delimiter is not a digit. The optional G causes a global replacement, that is, all occurrences of old are replaced by new. If G is not specified, only the first occurrence of old is changed. The text is displayed after modification.



.Dn



Delete stack entry n. If n is omitted, the top stack entry is deleted.



.D name



Delete VOC entry name if it is a sentence or paragraph record. A confirmation prompt is issued prior to deletion.



.In text



Insert text as stack entry n. If n is not specified, text is inserted at the top of the stack. There must be a space before text. Any additional spaces will form part of the inserted entry.



.Ln



List the most recent n commands. The value of n defaults to 20.



.L name



List VOC entry name.



.Rn



Recall stack entry n to the top of the stack without deleting the original copy. If n is omitted, the top entry is duplicated.



.R name



Read VOC entry name to the top of the stack if it is a sentence or paragraph. Field one of the VOC entry is discarded and any continuation lines are merged.



.S name n m



Save stack lines m to n as VOC entry name. The value of m and n may be entered in either order. If m is omitted it defaults to the same value as n. If n is also omitted, the
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top line of the stack is saved. The VOC entry will be a sentence if only a single line is saved, otherwise it will be a paragraph. .Un



Convert stack entry n to upper case. n defaults to one if omitted.



.Xn



Execute command n. If n is omitted, the last command is executed. The repeated command is copied to the top of the stack except when executing the current topmost command.



.X file record



Execute the command stored in the named file and record. This must be of the same form as a VOC entry.



.?



Display a help message regarding the stack manipulation commands.



The command stack may be saved between sessions by creating a VOC record named $COMMAND.STACK with field 1 set to X. For console session users on Windows systems, the command stack will be saved into this record on leaving QM and loaded from it on re-entry. For all other Windows users and on other platforms, presence of this record causes the command stack to be saved to, or restored from, a file named as the user's login name in the stacks subdirectory of the account in which QM was entered.



6.2



The Command Line Editor



The command line editor allows editing of a command line and is probably easier to use than the command stack operations described in section 6.1. It is of use in correcting typing errors or repeating saved commands, possibly after modification. The command line editor handles the following keystrokes: Ctrl-A or Home



Move cursor to start of command.



Ctrl-B or Cursor Left



Move cursor left one place.



Ctrl-D or Delete



Delete character under cursor.



Ctrl-E or End



Move cursor to end of command.



Ctrl-F or Cursor Right



Move cursor right one place.



Ctrl-G



Exit from the command stack and return to a clear command line.



Ctrl-K



Delete all to the right of the cursor.



Ctrl-N or Cursor Down



Display "next" command from command stack.



Ctrl-O or Insert



Toggle insert/overlay mode.



Ctrl-P or Ctrl-Z or Cursor Up



Display "previous" command from command stack.



Ctrl-R



Search back up the command stack for a given string.



Ctrl-T



Interchange characters before cursor.



Ctrl-U



Convert command to uppercase.



Backspace



Backspace one place.



Entering a command line containing only a question mark shows a summary of the command editor keys.



The command editor operation is controlled by option codes which may be entered in field 3 of the $RELEASE VOC entry. These are: E



Position the cursor at the end of a recalled command rather than the start.



O



Start in overlay mode.



S



Show the stack commands when moving back through the stack.
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X



6.3



Clear the recalled command if the first character typed is not a control code. This mode cannot be used with E.



Interrupting Commands



It may be necessary to terminate a command because, perhaps, it is producing more output than expected or it is not functioning as required. The break key (usually ctrl-C) can be used to terminate processing and return to the command prompt. To protect against accidental use of the break key, QM will display a prompt asking for confirmation that processing is to be terminated. Valid responses to this prompt are A



Abort. Returns to the command prompt in exactly the same way as an abort generated by an ABORT statement in a QMBasic program or an ABORT command in a paragraph. The ON.ABORT paragraph is executed, if present. The @ABORT.CODE variable will be set to 1. The default select list (list 0) will be cleared if it was active.



D



Only offered when appropriate, this option enters the QMBasic debugger.



G



Go. Continues processing from where it was interrupted. If the terminal supports the necessary operations, QM will restore the display image to remove the prompt.



P



Creates a process dump file and continues execution.



Q



Quit. Returns from the current command to the paragraph, menu, program or command prompt that initiated the command. The ON.ABORT paragraph is not executed. The @ABORT.CODE variable will be set to 2. The default select list (list 0) is not cleared.



S



Stack. Displays the call stack showing the program name and location for each entry.



W



Where. Displays the current program name and location.



X



Exit. Aborts totally from QM without executing the ON.EXIT paragraph. This option should only be used if QM appears to be behaving incorrectly.



?



Help. Displays a brief explanatory help text for each option.



6.4



Output Pagination



Output to the display is automatically paginated, where appropriate, by inserting a prompt at the end of each page of output. The options available at this prompt are A



Abort. The action performed is as for the A response to the break key described above.



Q



Quit. The action performed is as for the Q response to the break key described above.



S



Suppress pagination. Continues execution with no further pagination prompts.



Other Any other key continues execution until a further pagination prompt is displayed. Pagination can be disabled by application software as described in the QMBasic Programming Guide or by use of the NO.PAGE option to some commands.



6.5



The HELP System



QM includes an extensive help system which may be entered from the command prompt by typing HELP, optionally followed by a topic such as a command name, QMBasic program statement name, etc. The HELP command invokes the Windows help system in the same way as selection of the help option from the QM program group. The help system is not available for users connecting from non-Windows clients. The operation of this system depends on the way in which the user has entered QM: Introduction to QM
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•



For QM Console users on a Windows server, the help system is invoked on the server for the specified topic.



•



For network users with a suitable terminal emulator (QMTerm and AccuTerm, for example), a command is sent to the client session to cause it to open a help window. The qm.hlp file must be installed in the QMSYS directory of the client system. This mechanism requires that the u8 (asynchronous command) entry is defined in the terminfo database for the selected terminal type and causes execution of the winhlp32 program on the client system.



•



For terminals where the u8 code is not defined, the help system must be run from the QM program group.



6.6



Inline Prompts



Inline prompts provide a means to prompt for data needed by a command (typically from a sentence or paragraph stored in the VOC) when it is executed. The DATA command does not affect inline prompting which always takes its response from the keyboard. An inline prompt has the general form where control



determines the way in which the prompt is displayed and how it is actioned on subsequent execution of the same statement or another with the same text. Control codes are generally case sensitive.



text



is the prompt text to be displayed. An equals sign is automatically added to the end of the prompt text.



check



is used to check whether the response to the prompt is valid. If omitted, no checking is performed.



The control option has two parts; the display control and the response control. Both parts are optional. The display control may contain any of the following items. Multiple items may be concatenated, separated by commas, and are performed in the order in which they appear. @(col, row)



specifies the display position for the prompt text.



@(BELL)



sounds the audible warning. The BELL OFF command will suppress this action.



@(CLR)



Clears the display.



@(TOF)



Positions to the top left of the display.



The response control consists of one of the items listed below. If omitted, the prompt is actioned only for the first occurrence of a prompt with the given text. Subsequent execution of the same inline prompt or another with the same text will not cause a prompt to be displayed but will use the response to the previous prompt. All prompt responses are discarded on return to the command prompt. A



Always prompt.



Cn



Used in paragraphs to take the n'th token of the sentence that started the paragraph as the response to the prompt. No prompt text will appear unless the implicit response fails to meet the check conditions. The C control code has several extended forms:
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Returns tokens m to n.



Cn+



Returns tokens n onwards.



C#



Returns the number of tokens in the command line.
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All formats of the C control code may include a default value. For example, The default value will be applied if the prompt would otherwise return a null string. F(file, key {,field {, value {, subvalue}}}) Use record key of the data portion of the named file as the response to the prompt. The optional field, value and subvalue allow extraction of a particular part of the record. In



Used in paragraphs to take the n'th token of the sentence that started the paragraph as the response to the prompt. If this is a null string or the implicit response fails to meet the check conditions, an input prompt appears.



Ln



Extracts the next item from select list n. If n is omitted, it defaults to zero. When the select list is exhausted, a null string is returned.



R



Prompt repeatedly for input, concatenating data with an intervening space until a blank line is entered.



R(string)



Prompt repeatedly for input, concatenating the responses with string between responses until a blank line is entered. The string may not include field mark characters. An abort will occur if a field mark is specified as part of string.



Sn



Take the n'th token of the sentence entered at the command prompt as the response to the prompt. If this is a null string or the implicit response fails to meet the check conditions, an input prompt appears.



SUBR(name) Execute catalogued QMBasic function name, returning the result of this function as the value of the inline prompt. SUBR(name, arg1, arg2) Execute catalogued QMBasic function name, passing in the given arguments and returning the result of this function as the value of the inline prompt. Up to 254 arguments may be specified. These may be enclosed in quotes if necessary to avoid any syntactic ambiguity. SYSTEM(n)



Returns the value of the QMBasic SYSTEM(n) function.



U



Converts the data entered in response to the prompt to uppercase. Note that this control has no effect on data from other sources such as the command line, a file or a select list.



@var



The name of an @-variable, including user defined names (see the SET command), may be used to retrieve the value of the given variable. A default value may be applied by use of a prompt of the form: The default value will be applied if the prompt would otherwise return a null string.



$var



The name of an operating system environment variable may be used to retrieve the value of the given variable. A default value may be applied by use of a prompt of the form: The default value will be applied if the prompt would otherwise return a null string.



The Cn and In control codes are only useful in paragraphs. A command that references a paragraph (PA-type VOC entry) may include additional text that can be accessed using these control codes. In a command that references a stored sentence (S-type VOC entry), any additional text following the sentence name is added to the end of the sentence expansion, making effective use of these control codes impossible. There is no reason why a paragraph cannot contain only a single sentence if these control codes are to be used. The construct allows @variables to be inserted into any command, simplifying paragraph structure. For example: SAVE.LIST LIST. could be used to save a select list with a name that includes the user number. Introduction to QM
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The check code is either a pattern match template or an input conversion code. Pattern match templates are as described in the Query Processor Guide for the query processor LIKE operator. Multiple patterns can be specified separated by the word OR with a single space either side. For example, 3N'-'4N OR 4N'-'3N would accept numbers of the form 123-4567 or 1234-567. Input conversion codes must be enclosed in brackets. Any of the codes described in the QMBasic Programming Guide for the ICONV() function may be used. The check is considered successful if no conversion error occurs. The value returned by the prompt is the actual text entered, not the result of the conversion. Entry of QUIT at the keyboard in response to an inline prompt will abort and return to the command prompt. The @ABORT.CODE variable will be set to 2 as for QUIT entered at other prompts. A single command may contain multiple inline prompts. These will be evaluated left to right. Nested inline prompts will be evaluated from the inside outwards. The response to an inline prompt may not include the left or right double angle bracket symbols (>) or field marks. Entering a response containing one of these will cause the prompt to be repeated.
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7 Development Tools If you are going to develop or maintain your own applications, you will need to become familiar with a number of development tools. This section summarises some of the more important ones and cross-references other manuals where you can find further details.



Editing Tools As you work through the development process you will need to enter or modify data in many places. QM provides a number of data editing tools, each best suited to a particular purpose. ED



The line editor. Ideal for quick changes to data files, VOC entries, dictionaries, etc but providing no data conversion and no context sensitive prompts.



SED



The full screen editor. Really good for programming with many powerful features. It takes a while to learn to use this tool effectively but it's worth the time.



MODIFY



A dictionary driven editor that "understands" your data. This is the tool to use to enter dictionary items or to edit data records.



MED



The menu editor. Used to create and maintain menu definitions.



SCRB



The screen builder. Use of QM screen definitions can make user interfaces easy to develop.



UPDATE.RECORD



In visual mode, this is an alternative to MODIFY for some purposes.



Each of these tools has a role to play in application development and maintenance. Effective use of the right tool for each job will speed the development process. These tools are fully described in the Command Reference Guide.



Program Development Tools QM includes several tools to aid program development. FSTAT



Reports file access statistics, enabling profiling of an application's file usage.



GENERATE



Builds a QMBasic include record with tokens that correspond to entries in a dictionary. Use of this tool ensures that dictionaries and program tokens remain in step.



HSM



The Hot Spot Monitor enables developers to identify the proportion of the processing time spent in each module of their application and to focus attention on areas where most improvement could be achieved.



PSTAT



Reports the status of a process.



In addition, the DUMP.ON.ERROR mode of the OPTION command can be used to create a detailed process dump at any fatal error.
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8 The Command Processor and the VOC File Every account has a VOC file, the vocabulary of words and symbols that can be used in commands. When you create a new QM account, the VOC file is created by copying the contents of a template vocabulary stored in a file named NEWVOC in the QMSYS account. Any realistic application then goes on to extend this initial vocabulary by adding new items that are specific to the application. You may also chose to modify items so that they behave differently or to delete items that you do not wish to be available. The VOC file is central to everything that goes on in a QM session. Every word and symbol in a command is looked up in the VOC to determine what it means. All of the database files used by the account are referenced indirectly via VOC entries that translate the QM file name to its corresponding operating system file name. Ultimately, the VOC is just another database table holding records that control the system. One of the fundamental rules of database design is that all of the records in a table should have the same structure. You would not create a single table to hold details of both your customers and the parts stocked in your shop. Instead, these would be two separate tables. The VOC breaks this rule and contains a variety of different types of record. The only connection between them is that they are all to do with command processing. By breaking the rule (yes, it's another of those Laws of Normalisation that we seem so keen on subverting), we end up with a command processor that is faster than it would be with full compliance with the rules but processing the content of the file in any way requires a little more care. A command line (often called a sentence) is considered to be made up of a number of tokens separated by spaces. Where a token contains spaces, it must be quoted (e.g. the date "13 Sep 04"). QM allows three different styles of quoting, single quotes ('), double quotes ("), and backslashes (\). Unlike some other multivalue database products, there is no difference between these in how they are processed by QM. The only rule is the that quote character at the start of the token must be same as the one at the end. QM provides three types of quotes because you may need to use one of these characters as part of the token such as a page heading of "David's report". There are also times when the structure of a command may require a quoted item that contains a quoted item. In this case, the inner and outer quotes must differ (e.g. "3N'-'5A"). Each unquoted token is looked up in the VOC, using the token itself as the record id. Thus details of the meaning and processing of the QUIT command would be found in a VOC record named "QUIT"; the = symbol for testing equality in query processor record selection would have a VOC record named "=" and so on. The process of locating the VOC entry for a command involves several steps: 1. The first token on the command line is extracted to be used as the command name (often referred to as the verb). 2. The command alias list (see the ALIAS command) is checked to see if the verb name should be substituted with a replacement. 3. The command processor looks for a VOC record with this name. If found, this record will be used to determine the action of the command. 4. If not found, the command processor translates the name to uppercase and tries again. This provides a reasonable degree of case insensitivity within commands. (For historic reasons, multivalue databases have tended to have uppercase command languages. QM is fairly flexible in casing.) 5. If still not found, any hyphens in the uppercased name are replaced by dots and the VOC is checked again. This provides a simple means of ensuring compatibility with Pick style systems which tend to use hyphens in names where the Information style systems such as QM use dots. 6. If still not found, the command processor looks in the private and global catalogues (in that order) for a program to execute the command. Cataloguing is discussed in the QMBasic Programming Guide. 7. Finally, if we still have not found how to process this command, an error is reported.
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The first field of a VOC entry defines the type of item. For historic reasons, the rules for decoding this first field are that the leading characters must match a known type code and that all subsequent characters are ignored. This allows VOC records to have comment text that explains their role. For example, the V-type entry for the QUIT verb could have its first field as V Verb to terminate session or even simply Verb to terminate session where the V is both the record type and part of the comment text. The standard VOC record types are F



Defines the mapping between the application name for a database file and its corresponding operating system level name. By using this file name mapping, it is possible to move a file, for example for load balancing across disks, without any changes to the application itself.



K



Defines a keyword that affects the behaviour of a command.



M



A menu definition. QM includes a powerful menu system that displays numbered lists of options from which the user can select what he wants to do.



PA



A paragraph. This is a script of commands to be executed simply by typing its name. It is very similar in concept to a Linux shell script or a Windows batch file.



PH



A phrase. This is part of a query processor command and is usually used to provide shorthand notation for commonly used command elements. Phrases can also appear in dictionaries.



PQ



A PROC. These are provided in QM to aid migration from other systems and should not be used in new applications.



Q



An indirect file reference. Q-pointers allow access to files in other accounts or even on other servers.



R



A remote pointer. This points to a record that you might have expected to find in the VOC file but has actually been stored elsewhere.



S



A sentence. This is a single QM command, possibly including qualifying items, that can be executed simply by typing the name of the VOC item.



V



Defines a verb (a command).



X



A miscellaneous item that can be used for anything that the user wishes to store in the VOC. There are some reserved X-type items as discussed later. X-type items can also appear in dictionaries.



It is possible for users to extend this set of record types by adding their own command processor routines. Each record type is discussed in more detail in the following sections. A, D, I and S type records, described in the section of database dictionaries, can also appear in the VOC file though this is rare.
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8.1



F-Type VOC Records



An F-type VOC record relates an application file name to its corresponding operating system pathname. Although it is possible for application software to access files directly by pathname, this should be avoided as it makes it harder to move files for load balancing across disks or other application restructuring tasks. The name of the F-type VOC entry is the name used by the application to reference the associated file. The record is normally created automatically by QM when the file is created. A QM file normally has two parts; the data part which holds the actual database data, and the dictionary part that holds records that describe the structure of the records in the data part and sets default processing parameters for the query processor. The dictionary is only used by the query processor and a few related components of QM. It is possible to create a file that has no dictionary if the file will never be used with the query processor, however, it is strongly recommended that all files should have dictionaries and that these should be treated as the reference model of the data stored in the file. There is a special type of file in QM called a multi-file. These are provided for compatibility with other multivalue environments and have multiple data parts which share a single dictionary. The syntax of a multi-file reference in a command or program is "filename,subfilename" where the filename is the name of the VOC entry and the subfilename identifies the element of the multi-file to be referenced. Multi-files might be used, for example, to separate customer details in a company that has two business regions: CUSTOMERS,NORTH and CUSTOMERS,SOUTH The records in each subfile are of identical format and hence only a single dictionary is needed.



An F-type VOC record has five fields: Field 1



The type code (F) and optional comment text



Field 2



The pathname(s) of the data portion of the file. In a multi-file, the pathname of each subfile appears as a separate value in this field.



Field 3



The pathname of the dictionary. This field is empty if the file has no dictionary.



Field 4



A multivalued list of subfile names for a multi-file. This field is empty for a simple file.



Field 5



An optional flag controlling how the ACCOUNT.SAVE and FILE.SAVE tools handle this file. There are three possible values: D Include only the dictionary of this file in the save E Exclude this file from the save I Include this file in the save Leaving the field empty causes ACCOUNT.SAVE and FILE.SAVE to fall back on alternative file selection methods.



Three special pathname prefixes are allowed: •



@QMSYS will have be replaced by the QMSYS account directory pathname, ensuring that references to items in the QMSYS account will still function if a new release is installed at a different location.



•



@TMP will be replaced by the pathname in the TEMPDIR configuration parameter.



•



@HOME will be replaced by the value of the HOME environment variable. Windows users may need to create this variable before using this feature.
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A summary of F-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTF Show all F-type entries. LISTFL Show only local files (in the account directory) LISTFR Show only remote files (not in the account directory)
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8.2



K-Type VOC Records



A K-type VOC record defines a keyword, a word or symbol that is used as part of a command, typically to modify its behaviour in some way. Internally, keywords are represented by numeric values and the role of the K-type VOC entry is to translate the word or symbol used in the command to its internal value. There may be multiple keyword entries that translate to a single internal value (e.g. >, GT, GREATER, AFTER). A K-type VOC record normally has two fields: Field 1



The type code (K) and optional comment text



Field 2



The internal number associated with this keyword.



Keywords with internal number 0 in field 2 are ignored by the query processor and some other parts of QM. They are provided to allow construction of more natural English sentences. For example, the THEN keyword can be used with other elements such as GREATER and LESS to allow a query such as LIST STOCK WITH PRICE GREATER THAN 100 instead of LIST STOCK WITH PRICE GREATER 100 Users can freely add new keywords with internal number 0 as required.



In some cases, a keyword is also needed as a command name (e.g. OFF which is a synonym for QUIT but also a modifier in several other commands). A keyword can never be the first token in a command. If the command processor finds a K-type VOC item used as the first token in a command, it looks for an alternative VOC record structure starting at field 3. Thus, as an example, the OFF VOC entry reads 1: K 2: 20 3: V 4: IN 5: 1 where fields 3 onwards contain an alternative V-type (verb) definition.



A summary of K-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTK.
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8.3



M-Type VOC Records



An M-type VOC record defines a menu, a numbered list of options to be offered to the user. Menus may be nested to form a multi-level structure and there are mechanisms by which options can be displayed selectively under application control such that users see only those options that they are to be permitted to use. An M-type VOC record has eleven fields: Field 1



The type code (M) and optional comment text



Field 2



Menu title line to appear at the top of the screen



Field 3



Item text. This field is multivalued with one value for each menu entry. Blank entries are allowed to insert spacing in the menu. Each menu entry is numbered except as described under field 4 below. The descriptions are normally displayed starting on the third line of the screen, left justified. If the menu has more items than will fit in a single column on the screen and the items are all sufficiently short, the menu will be displayed as two columns. Any menu items that will not fit on the screen are lost.



Field 4



Action. This field is multi-valued with entries corresponding to the text in field 3. Blank entries cause the field 3 text to be treated as a sub-title and not numbered on the displayed menu. The action item is any valid command that the user could execute from the QM command prompt. If an action is terminated by a semicolon, the menu processor will issue a "Press return to continue" prompt when the command has completed.



Field 5



Help text. A multi-valued set of one line help texts corresponding to each menu option in the previous fields.



Field 6



Access key. An optional multi-valued set of access control keys corresponding to the menu items. The access key value is passed to the access control subroutine if this is used.



Field 7



Hide inaccessible entries. This field may be single valued in which case it applies to all menu entries or it may have one value for each menu item. Each value present is a boolean (1 or 0 corresponding to true or false) flag indicating whether inaccessible menu entries should be hidden (not displayed) or shown but marked as unavailable.



Field 8



Access subroutine. This optional field contains the name of an access control subroutine. When the menu is displayed, this subroutine is called for all entries with an access key in field 6 to determine whether the option is to be offered. The subroutine takes three arguments; the returned true/false accessibility flag, the menu name and the access key from field 6.



Field 9



Prompt text. If present, this text replaces the default option prompt.



Field 10



Exit codes. An optional multi-valued list of codes which when entered at the option prompt will exit from the menu. If this field is blank, entering a null response to the menu prompt will exit from the menu. Because exit codes are processed before option numbers, it is possible to include an option that causes an exit by specifying the option number as an exit code.



Field 11



Stop codes. An optional multi-valued list of codes which when entered at the option prompt will generate an abort event, terminating all active processing and returning to the command prompt. If this field is blank, it defaults to Q. Because stop codes are processed before option numbers, it is possible to include an option that causes a stop by specifying the option number as a stop code.



Menus may be constructed and maintained using the menu editor MED which is described in the Editors Reference Guide. A summary of M-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTM.
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8.4



PA-Type VOC Records



A PA-type VOC record defines a paragraph, a script of commands that can be executed simply by typing its VOC record name. A PA-type VOC record has at least two fields: Field 1



The type code (PA) and optional comment text



Field 2+



The commands to be executed.



Any command in a paragraph may be split over multiple fields for ease of maintenance by ending all but the final field of the command with an underscore (_) character. When the paragraph is executed, any field ending with an underscore is merged with the following field, replacing the underscore with a single space. A simple paragraph starts execution at the command in field 2 and works its way field by field to the end. More complex paragraphs can use pseudo-program constructs to perform loops, jumps and conditional processing. The commands in a paragraph may be anything that is valid at the command prompt, including references to other paragraphs. The following special commands are only allowed in paragraphs: DATA Embedded data for an application IF Conditional execution GO Jumps to labels LOOP Repeated execution of a loop There are three reserved VOC items that are usually paragraphs: LOGIN



Executed on entry to QM and also when the LOGTO command is used to switch to a new account The break key is inhibited until execution of this paragraph has been completed to ensure that the user cannot subvert any security checking. This paragraph is executed for terminal users, phantom processes and QMClient connections. The @TTY variable can be tested to determine the user type.



ON.EXIT



Executed on leaving QM by use of the QUIT command. The break key is inhibited during execution of this paragraph. An abort occurring in this paragraph will terminate the QM session immediately.



ON.ABORT



Executed when QM aborts a program due to an internally detected error, a QMBasic program executes an ABORT statement or when the A response is chosen after use of the break key. The @ABORT.CODE and @ABORT.MESSAGE variables may be useful in determining the cause of the error. An abort occurring whilst executing the ON.ABORT paragraph will cause a message to be displayed. The paragraph is not re-entered. Aborts occurring in commands started using the QMBasic EXECUTE statement with the TRAPPING ABORTS option to not execute the ON.ABORT paragraph.



None of these paragraphs need exist. They provide the means to perform a fixed sequence of commands at the events described above. For example, the LOGIN paragraph can be used to set up the desired operating environment such as use of the OPTION command. It is typically also used to start the application. The ON.ABORT paragraph serves a very important purpose. In most applications, the end user should never see a command prompt as this gives considerable freedom to perform uncontrolled tasks. If the application were to abort due to, for example, a programming error and there is no ON.ABORT paragraph, the user would be taken to the command prompt. A simple ON.ABORT paragraph that logs the user out would avoid this risk. A more advanced paragraph might log the event too. There is a fourth reserved name, applicable only in the QMSYS account VOC, that must be a paragraph if it is present.
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MASTER.LOGIN Executed on initial entry to QM in any account before the LOGIN paragraph but not when the LOGTO command is used to switch to a new account. The break key is inhibited until execution of this paragraph has been completed. This paragraph is executed for terminal users and phantom processes but not for QMClient connections.



A summary of PA-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTPA.
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8.5



PH-Type VOC Records



A PH-type VOC record defines a phrase, part of a query processor command. A PH-type VOC record has at least two fields: Field 1



The type code (PH) and optional comment text



Field 2+



The phrase expansion.



For ease of maintenance, the expansion text in a phrase may be split over multiple fields by ending all but the final field with an underscore (_) character. When the phrase is expanded, any field ending with an underscore is merged with the following field, replacing the underscore with a single space. Phrases have three main uses within QM: 1. As short forms for commonly referenced components of a query processor command such as a standard company page heading to be used in all reports. 2. To bind together the elements of an associated set of data fields. 3. To set defaults for certain actions of the query processor and associated tools.



A summary of PH-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTPH.
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8.6



PQ-Type VOC Records



A PQ-type VOC record defines a PROC, the predecessor of paragraphs. A limited subset of PROC features is supported in QM for compatibility with other multivalue products and as an aid to migration of applications. New developments should not use PROCs as paragraphs and QMBasic programs usually provide an alternative that is simpler to build and maintain. A PQ-type VOC record has at least two fields: Field 1



The type code (PQ) and optional comment text



Field 2+



The PROC itself (see section 9).



PROCs are described in section 9.
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8.7



Q-Type VOC Records



A Q-type VOC record defines a remote file pointer (often known as a Q-pointer) This is a link to a file in another account, perhaps even on a different server. A Q-type VOC record has three or four fields: Field 1



The type code (Q) and optional comment text



Field 2



The account in which the target file is located. This can be given either as an account name recorded in the QMSYS ACCOUNTS file or as an operating system pathname.



Field 3



The name of the F-type entry that defines the target file in the VOC of the account identified by field 2.



Field 4



The remote server name for a file accessed on a different server using the QMNet interface. Leave blank if the account referenced in field 2 is on the same server as the account containing the Q-pointer.



Except when using QMNet, it is possible, though not recommended, for a Q-pointer to point to another Q-pointer which, in turn, points to the F-type record that defines the file. Chains of Q-pointers lead to poor performance. Q-pointers are provided as a way to avoid having multiple F-type items that define the same file. With only a single F-type definition for any file in the system, there is only one place to update if the file is to be moved. Also, Q-pointers give a sense of ownership to the file. The account containing the F-type item owns the file. Accounts containing Q-pointers are "borrowing" the data. The SET.FILE command provides an easy way to create Q-pointers. The SET.SERVER command is used to define the server name for use in field 4. A summary of Q-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTQ.
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8.8



R-Type VOC Records



An R-type VOC record defines a remote command pointer that points to an item that would normally be stored in the VOC but has been located elsewhere for some reason. An R-type VOC record has three or four fields: Field 1



The type code (R) and optional comment text



Field 2



The name of the file that holds the relocated VOC record. This must correspond to an F or Qtype item stored in the same VOC as the R-type record.



Field 3



The name of the record in the file named in field 2 that holds the relocated VOC record.



Field 4



The optional name of a security subroutine to control access to this item.



The record addressed by fields 2 and 3 must be of an executable type (M, PA, PQ, R, S or V). R-type VOC records can be used, for example, to maintain a single copy of a complex paragraph that is must be accessed from multiple accounts. If field 4 is present, it should contain the name of a subroutine that will be executed by the command processor to determine whether the user is to be allowed to run this command. The security subroutine is written using QMBasic. A simple subroutine that prompts for a password is shown below. SUBROUTINE SECURITY(OK, VERB, REMOTE.FILE, REMOTE.ID) PROMPT '' DISPLAY 'Enter security password: ' : FOR I = 1 TO 3 ECHO OFF INPUT PASSWORD ECHO ON IF PASSWORD = 'FSKJJ' THEN RETURN (@TRUE) NEXT I RETURN (@FALSE) END The arguments to this subroutine are: OK



Used to return the result of the validation. This should be set to true (1) if the command is to be allowed, false (0) if it is to be rejected.



VERB



The name of the R-type VOC entry being processed.



REMOTE.FILE



The name of the file containing the remote item to be executed. This is a null string for a security subroutine referenced from a V-type VOC record.



REMOTE.ID



The record of the remote item to be executed. This is a null string for a security subroutine referenced from a V-type VOC record.



If the validation fails or the subroutine cannot be found in the catalogue a message is displayed: This command is restricted (verb) Security subroutines are primarily provided to enable users to apply selective restrictions to some commands. They can, however, be used for other purposes such as auditing or as an aid to tracking down the origin of commands executed from deep inside a complex application.



A summary of R-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTR.
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8.9



S-Type VOC Records



An S-type VOC record defines a sentence, a single command that may be complete in itself or have additional options appended at run time. An S-type VOC record has at least two fields: Field 1



The type code (S) and optional comment text



Field 2



The command to be executed.



The command in field 2 may be split over multiple fields for ease of maintenance by ending all but the final field of the command with an underscore (_) character. When the sentence is executed, any field ending with an underscore is merged with the following field, replacing the underscore with a single space. Sentence VOC items provide a convenient way to set up short forms for frequently executed commands. Any text provided on the command line beyond the sentence name will be appended to the sentence extracted from the VOC. A summary of S-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTS.
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8.10 V-Type VOC Records A V-type VOC record defines a verb, a command to be executed by the command processor. A V-type VOC record has up to five fields: Field 1



The type code (V) and optional comment text



Field 2



The processor type.



Field 3



The item to be executed.



Field 4



Text stored available via the QMBasic @OPTION variable when the command is executed. Note that this is not stacked across further embedded command execution. The called command processing subroutine must save this value if appropriate.



Field 5



An optional security subroutine as described above for R-type records.



The interpretation of field 3 depends on the type code in field 2 as summarised below: CA



The name of a catalogued subroutine to be called to process this command. This subroutine takes no arguments.



CS



The pathname for a locally catalogued subroutine.



IN



An internal command number referencing a subroutine inside the command processor.



OS



Text of an operating system command to be executed.



A summary of V-type VOC records can be displayed or printed using LISTV.
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8.11 X-Type VOC Records An X-type VOC record defines a miscellaneous VOC item that will not be used by the command processor. An X-type VOC record may have any number of fields: Field 1



The type code (X) and optional comment text



Field 2+



Anything.



Although X-type items are primarily to allow users to store miscellaneous control data in the VOC, there are several standard X-type items defined by QM. All of these have names that commence with a dollar sign ($), "at" character (@), or ampersands (&). Users should avoid using names that start with these characters for their own purposes. $ACCOUNT.ROOT.DIR



Sets the default directory under which CREATE.ACCOUNT will create new accounts. This record only ever appears in the QMSYS account VOC file.



$BASIC.OPTIONS



Sets default compilation modes for QMBasic programs. See the BASIC command for details.



$COMMAND.STACK



Controls how the command stack is saved when a user exits from QM (See section 6.1).



$PRIVATE.CATALOGUE



Sets an alternative location for the private catalogue directory.



$QUERY.DEFAULTS



Sets default modes for the query processor.



$SCRB.FILE



Sets an alternative location for the file used by the SCRB screen builder.



@LABEL



Holds default page structure information for the LIST.LABEL and SORT.LABEL commands.



$RELEASE



Field 2 contains the release level of QM that was last used to update the vocabulary. Field 3 contains optional command line editor control codes (see section 6.2).



&SED.BINDINGS&



Contains key binding definitions for the SED full screen editor. See the Editors Reference Guide for details.



&SED.OPTIONS&



Contains option settings for the SED full screen editor. See the Editors Reference Guide for details.



&SHOW.OPTIONS&



Contains option settings for the SHOW command. See the Query Processor Guide for details.



$VOC.PARSER



Lists record types and associated processing functions for user defined executable VOC record types (see section 8.12).
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8.12 User Defined Executable VOC Records QM allows users to extend the command processor by adding their own VOC record types and an associated processor subroutine. This is done by creating an X-type VOC record named $VOC.PARSER: Field 1



X



Field 2



A multivalued list of VOC record type codes.



Field 3



A corresponding multivalued list of catalogued handler subroutine names.



The handler is a QMBasic subroutine taking two arguments; the verb name and the VOC record.
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9 PROCs PROCs are the predecessor of paragraphs. They are generally thought to be much harder to understand and maintain but are supported in QM for compatibility with legacy systems. New applications should use paragraphs or QMBasic programs in place of PROCs. PROCs come in two styles identified by the VOC record type; standard PROCs (PQ) and new style PROCs (PQN). QM supports the major features of PQN style PROCs but is not a full implementation of the various PROC environments found in other multivalue environments. Because development if new PROCs is discouraged, this section only provides an overview of the elements of PROCs are supported by QM. It is not intended as a detailed reference document or a learning aid.



Proc Buffers A PROC works by manipulating data in a set of buffers, each stored internally as a dynamic array. These are: The Primary Input Buffer (PIB)



The PIB initially holds the command that started the PROC and any command line options. Each element is stored as a separate field in the buffer. A PROC can use the PIB to store other data during its operation.



The Secondary Input Buffer (SIB)



The SIB is typically used to store user input entered in response to the IN statement.



The Primary Output Buffer (POB)



The POB is used to construct a command to be executed. Execution of the assembled command is triggered by use of the P statement or by termination of the PROC.



The Secondary Output Buffer (SOB)



The SOB, often called the stack, is used to hold data to be processed by the command in the POB. It can also hold supplementary commands to be executed after the POB has been executed.



The File Buffers



There are ten file buffers, numbered from 0 to 9. File buffers 1 to 9 are the standard file buffers. File buffer 0 is the fast file buffer and can be accessed with a special buffer reference syntax.



Select List Buffers



The eleven numbered select lists can be accessed using the select list buffers.



At any moment, one input and one output buffer is considered as being active. The SP and SS statements can be used to make the primary or secondary input buffer active respectively. Similarly the STOFF and STON statements can be used to select the primary or secondary output buffers as active. The input buffer pointer is used to identify a position within the active input buffer. When a PROC starts, the primary input and output buffers are active and the input buffer pointer points to the start of the PIB.
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Buffer References Many statements can reference buffers using the tokens shown below: Token % # & & !



Buffer Primary input buffer Active output buffer File buffer Fast file buffer Select list



Direct %1 #1 &4.2 &1 !5



PIB field 1 AOB field 1 File 4, field 2 Field 1 List 5



Indirect %#2 #%1 &%1.%2 &%2 !%1



PIB field referenced by #2 AOB field referenced by %1 File %1, field %2 Field referenced by %2 List referenced by %1



An indirect reference uses the content of one buffer to index into another. In a file buffer, field 0 references the record id associated with the buffer.



A-References An A-reference is a reference to data in the active input buffer using the syntax of the A statement described in the following section. When used in this form, an A-reference does not move the input pointer or change the content of the buffers.



PROC Statement Summary A



Move a field from the active input buffer to the end of the active output buffer. A{c}{p}{,m} Move up to m characters of field p to the output buffer, enclosing the text in character c. c may be any character except a digit, left bracket or comma and defaults to a space. Specifying c as a backslash suppresses the surround character. The surround character is ignored if the data is copied to the secondary output buffer. If p is omitted, data is copied from the field addressed by the current position of the input pointer. If m is omitted, data is copied until the end of the field is reached. The input pointer is positioned following the last character moved. A({n}{,m}) Move up to m characters, starting at character n, to the output buffer. If n is omitted, data is copied from the current position of the input pointer. If m is omitted, data is copied until the end of the field is reached. The input pointer is positioned following the last character moved.



B



Move the input pointer back to the previous field. If the input pointer is at the start of a field, it is moved back to the start of the previous field. Otherwise it is moved back to the start of the current field.



BO



Move the output pointer back to the previous field The output buffer pointer is move back to the previous field, truncating the data at its new position.



C



Comment Ctext All text following the C is ignored.



D



Display fields from the active input buffer D{ref|p}{,m}{+}
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ref is a direct or indirect reference to a buffer containing the field number of the active input buffer that is to be displayed. p is the field number of the active input buffer that is to be displayed. If p is zero, the entire input buffer is displayed. m is the maximum number of characters to be displayed. + suppresses the normal newline after display



DB



Display all input and output buffers The content of the primary and secondary input and output buffers is displayed.



DF



Display file buffer DF{n} The content of the specified file buffer is displayed. If n is omitted or specified as zero, the fast file buffer is displayed.



DS



Display select buffer DSn The content of the specified select buffer is displayed. If n is omitted, it defaults to zero.



F



Moves the input buffer pointer forward The input buffer pointer is moved forward to the start of the next field. If the pointer was in the last field, it is moved to the end of the buffer.



F;



Perform stack based arithmetic F;element{;element...} The F; statement performs integer arithmetic using a stack. The element list contains values to be added to the stack and operators to be performed against the stack values. ref A direct or indirect reference to a buffer element to be placed on the stack. n A numeric constant to be placed on the stack. The value may be preceded by C. + Adds the top two stack items, replacing them by the result. Subtracts the top stack item from the next item, replacing them by the result. * Multiplies the top two stack items, replacing them by the result. / Divides the second item on the stack by the first item, replacing them by the truncated integer result. R Divides the second item on the stack by the first item, replacing them by the remainder value. { Interchanges the top two items on the stack. _ Interchanges the top two items on the stack. ?P Moves the top item from the stack into the primary input buffer at the input pointer position. ?ref Moves the top item from the stack into the specified register location.



F-CLEAR Clear a file buffer F-C{LEAR} n The file buffer for file n is cleared.



F-DELETE Delete a record from an open file F-D{ELETE} n The record identified by the file and id associated with file buffer n is deleted. An error will be reported if there is no open file associated with the file buffer.



F-FREE Release a record lock in an open file F-F{REE} {n {id|ref}} Introduction to QM
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The record identified by the file and id associated with file buffer n is deleted. The record id may be specified using a buffer reference. If no id is specified or it is a null string, all locks in that file are released. An error will be reported if there is no open file associated with the file buffer. If no file number or id are specified, all locks associated with files opened by the PROC are released.



F-OPEN Open a file F-O{PEN} n {DICT} {filename|ref} Opens the file specified by filename or by the buffer addressed by ref, associating it with file buffer n. The DICT qualifier specifies that the dictionary portion of the file is to be opened. If the file cannot be opened, the PROC continues at the next statement, otherwise this statement is skipped. All files are closed on return to the command processor.



F-READ Read a record from an open file F-R{EAD} n {id|ref} The record with id specified by id or by the direct or indirect ref is read into file buffer n. If the record cannot be found, the PROC continues at the next statement, otherwise this statement is skipped. In either case, the record id will be stored as field zero of the file buffer.



F-UREAD Read a record from an open file with an update lock F-U{READ} n {id|ref} The record with id specified by id or by the direct or indirect ref is read into file buffer n, locking it for update. If the record cannot be found, , the PROC continues at the next statement, otherwise this statement is skipped. In either case, the record id will be stored as field zero of the file buffer and the process will own the lock.



F-WRITE Write a record to an open file F-W{RITE} n The record stored in file buffer n is written using the id stored in field zero of the file buffer.



FB



Read a record into the fast file buffer FB{U}({DICT} filename|ref1 id|ref2) The file identified by filename or ref1 is opened to the fast file buffer and the record identified by id or ref2 is read into the buffer. The U option specifies that an update lock is required. If the file cannot be opened or the record cannot be found, the PROC continues at the next statement, otherwise this statement is skipped. Where the action fails because the file was opened but the record could not be found, the id will be stored in field zero of the file buffer and the process will own the update lock if the U option was specified.



GO



Jump to a label or a mark GO label|A-ref|ref|F|B The PROC continues execution at the given position. label specifies a numeric label attached to the destination. A-ref is an A-reference used to determine the destination label. ref is a direct or indirect buffer reference to a location containing the label. F jumps forward to the next M statement in the PROC. B jumps to the location of the last M statement executed within the PROC.



GOSUB Enter a labelled subroutine GOSUB label Label specifies a numeric label at the statr of the subroutine. Introduction to QM
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Execution continues at the given location. The subroutine may return to the statement following the GOSUB by use of RSUB.



H



Add text to the active output buffer H{text|ref} The literal text or the content of the buffer location identified by the direct or indirect ref is added to the active output buffer. Multiple spaces are compressed to a single space. All spaces within the string are then replaced by field marks.



IF



Conditional execution IF {N} condition statement N specifies that a numeric comparison is to be performed where only the leading numeric part of the data to be tested is used. The condition may take several alternative forms referencing an item which may be: A-ref Data obtained using an A-reference ref A direct or indirect buffer reference E The value of @SYSTEM.RETURN.CODE Sn Tests whether select list is active. n defaults to 0 if omitted. The conditions are: item Tests that item is not blank. Used with E, this tests whether the value is negative. #item Tests that item is blank. Used with E, this tests whether the value is not negative. item op text|ref Compares item with unquoted literal text or a value obtained from a direct or indirect buffer reference. The operator op may be = Equality # Inequality > Greater than < Less than ] Greater than or equal to [ Less than or equal to If text or ref is enclosed in round brackets and the operator is = or #, it is treated as a pattern match. If the data identified by text or ref is multivalued and the operator is = or #, the operator tests whether item appears in the multivalued data. There are two extended syntaxes available with this style of test: IF item = AVMBVMC GO 10VM20VM30 and IF item = AVMBVMC GOSUB 10VMGO 20VMXDone The first form, applicable to GO only, jumps to one of a list of labels dependant on the value of the item. The second form takes a multivalued list of statements to be executed dependant on the value of item.



IH



Insert test in the active input buffer I{B}Htext|ref|\| \} Copies the unquoted literal text or the data addressed by the direct or indirect buffer ref to the active input buffer at the position given by the input buffer pointer. If this is positioned at the start of a field, the entire field is replaced. If it is positioned part way though the field, the new data is appended to the portion before the input pointer position. The \ token with no preceding space, clears the field addressed by the input buffer pointer. If the pointer is positioned part way through a field, characters before the pointer position are retained. The \ token with a preceding space, inserts an empty field. Leading and trailing spaces are removed and multiple embedded are compressed to single spaces. If the B option is not present, the spaces are then converted to field marks. The input buffer pointer is not moved by this operation.
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IN



Input data from the terminal to the secondary input buffer I{B}N{c} The secondary input buffer is activated and the user input overwrites any existing content. All leading and trailing spaces in the input data are removed and multiple embedded spaces are compressed to a single space. If the B option is not present, all remaining spaces are then replaced by field marks. The optional prompt character c specifies an alternative to the default of a question mark and remains in effect for subsequent input until another prompt character is set.



IP



Input data from the terminal to any buffer I{B}P{P}{c}ref User input overwrites the location specified by the direct or indirect ref. If ref is omitted, the field addressed by the input buffer pointer in the primary input buffer is overwritten. any existing content. All leading and trailing spaces in the input data are removed and multiple embedded spaces are compressed to a single space. If the B option is not present, all remaining spaces are then replaced by field marks. The optional prompt character c specifies an alternative to the default of a question mark and remains in effect for subsequent input until another prompt character is set. The prompt character must be present if ref is used.



IS



Input data from the terminal to the secondary input buffer This is a synonym for IN described above.



L



Send output to a printer L{'text'|ref|(col),...}{+} Outputs the items specified in the comma separated list. These may be quoted literal text or the data addressed by the direct or indirect buffer ref. Use of ref may be followed by an input conversion code enclosed in semicolons or an output conversion code enclosed in colons. The (col) element can be used to move to a specific column number where the leftmost column is column one. The + element suppresses the normal newline at the end of the output. The list may span multiple lines by breaking it after a comma.



LC



Close printer The printer is closed and the output is passed to the underlying print management system for printing.



LE



Page eject Starts a new page



LHDR Set page header LHDR{'text'|ref|(col)|P|T|Z|n|,...} Sets the page header using the items specified in the comma separated list. These may be quoted literal text or the data addressed by the direct or indirect buffer ref. Use of ref may be followed by an input conversion code enclosed in semicolons or an output conversion code enclosed in colons. The (col) element can be used to move to a specific column number where the leftmost column is column one. The P element inserts the page number. The T element inserts the date and time. The Z element restarts page numbering. The n element specifies a number of newlines. The list may span multiple lines by breaking it after a comma.
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LN



Redirect printer output to the terminal Specifies that output from the L statement is to be directed to the terminal. This is mainly useful for debugging purposes.



M{ARK} Mark The M statement marks a location in a PROC for use by the GO F and GO B operations.



MV Move data from one location to another MV destination source destination is a direct or indirect reference to the buffer location to which data is to be copied. source is a list of one or more items to be copied. Each item may be direct or indirect buffer reference or a quoted literal string. A comma separating two items inserts the items as separate fields. Use of two or more consecutive commas with no source item between them skips fields in the destination. An asterisk between two items concatenates them. An asterisk after a file buffer reference as the last item in the source list copies all remaining fields from the file buffer. An asterisk followed by a number after a file buffer reference in the source list copies the given number of fields from the file buffer. An underscore as the last item in the list truncates the destination by removing all fields after the last one copied.



MVA Move data from one location to another as a sorted multivalued field MVA destination source destination is a direct or indirect reference to the buffer location to which data is to be copied. source is a direct or indirect buffer reference or an unquoted literal string. The source data is inserted as a new value in the multivalued destination using a left aligned ascending sort order to determine its position. The item will not be inserted if it would duplicate an existing entry in the list.



MVD Delete an entry from a multivalued field MVD destination item destination is a direct or indirect reference to the buffer location from which the data is to be deleted. item is a direct or indirect buffer reference or an unquoted literal string. The multivalued destination is searched for the first occurrence of item, removing this entry from the list.



O



Output text to the terminal Otext{+} The unquoted literal text is displayed on the user's terminal. The optional + token suppresses the normal newline after output.



P



Process the command in the primary output buffer P{P}{H}{X}{W}{Ln} The command in the primary output buffer is passed to the command processor for execution. Any data in the secondary output buffer is queued up as data for use by the executed command. If there is any unprocessed data remaining after the command has been executed, the first field of this data is passed to the command processor for execution, using the remaining fields as data. This cycle continues until all the data has been processed. The P option displays the content of the output buffer before execution of the command. The H option suppresses terminal output by the executed command. The X option terminates the PROC after the command has been executed.
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The W option displays the command and prompts the user to confirm whether it should be executed. Valid replies are Y to execute the command, N to terminate the PROC without executing the command and S to skip the command but continue execution of the PROC. The Ln option sets process task lock n for the duration of the command. After the command has been executed, the output buffers are cleared and the primary output buffer is activated. There is an implied P command at the end of a PROC.



Q



Quit Qtext The PROC and all other underlying programs, paragraphs, menus, etc are terminated, displaying the optional unquoted text on the user's terminal. The user is returned to the command prompt, executing any ON.ABORT VOC entry on the way.



RI



Reset input buffers RI{f|(col) Used with no options, this statement clears both input buffers, resets the pointer to the start of the primary input buffer and makes this the active buffer. The f option specifies that the primary input buffer is to be cleared from field f onwards, leaving the input buffer pointer positioned at the end of the remaining data. The (col) option specifies that the primary input buffer is to be cleared from the given character position, leaving the input buffer pointer positioned at the end of the remaining data.



RO



Reset output buffers Both output buffers are cleared and the primary output buffer is activated.



RSUB Return from a GOSUB RSUB{n} Without the n option, the PROC continues execution at the statement following the last GOSUB executed. n specifies that execution is to continue starting n lines following the GOSUB. The RSUB statement is ignored if the PROC is not in a subroutine.



RTN Return to a calling PROC RTN{n} The PROC returns to the PROC from which it was called, continuing execution n lines after the [] statement that called the current PROC. If n is omitted, it defaults to 1.



S



Set the input buffer pointer Sf|ref|(col) Moves the input buffer pointer of the active input buffer at the specified position. f specifies that the pointer is to be positioned at field f. ref is a direct or indirect buffer reference used to obtain the field number. The (col) option sets the pointer to the given character position.



SP



Active the primary input buffer The primary input buffer is activated.



SS



Active the secondary input buffer The secondary input buffer is activated.
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STOFF Active the primary output buffer The primary output buffer is activated. This statement can also be written as STOF or ST OFF.



STON Active the secondary output buffer The secondary output buffer is activated. This statement can also be written as ST ON.



T



Terminal output Telement{,element...} Outputs each element of a comma separated list to the terminal. The elements may be: text Quoted literal text ref A direct or indirect buffer reference identifying the data to be displayed. This may be followed by an input conversion code enclosed in semicolons or an output conversion code enclosed in colons. (col) Position the cursor to the specified column of the current line. The value of col may be given as a number or as a direct or indirect buffer reference. (col,row) Position the cursor to the specified row and column. The value of row and col may be given as a number or as a direct or indirect buffer reference. B Sounds the terminal "bell". C Clears the screen. D Pauses for one second. In Displays character n where n may be given as a number or a buffer reference. L Terminates a T...L loop. Sn Emits n spaces where n may be given as a number or a buffer reference. T Starts a T...L loop where the elements enclosed in the loop will be executed three times. U Moves the cursor up by one line. Xn Displays character n where n may be given as a number or a buffer reference to a two digit hexadecimal value. *cn Emits n occurrences of character c. @var Emits the value of the named @-variable. + Suppresses the normal newline after display. The (col) and (col,row) elements can also be used to access the terminal control codes that use negative col values. The list of elements for display can span multiple lines by breaking it after a comma.



TR



Enable or disable tracing TR {ON|OFF} The ON option causes the PROC processor to display each statement before it is executed. The OFF option terminates trace mode. The space before the mode keyword can be omitted. If no mode is specified, tracing is enabled.



U



Call a QMBasic program Uname The catalogued program identified by name is called. This program should take no arguments and can access the PROC buffers using @-variables.



X



Exit from the PROC Xtext Displays the optional unquoted text and terminates the PROC, returning to the calling PROC, program, menu, etc.
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+



Add an integer value to a numeric field +n The specified numeric value is added to the field of the active input buffer identified by the input buffer pointer. Non-numeric data is treated as zero.



-



Subtract an integer value from a numeric field -n The specified numeric value is subtracted from the field of the active input buffer identified by the input buffer pointer. Non-numeric data is treated as zero.



()



Transfer control to another PROC ({DICT} filename {id}) {label} The PROC identified by the given filename and id is executed, starting at label, or the first statement if no label is specified. If id is omitted, the record id is obtained from the field of the active input buffer addressed by the input buffer pointer. The buffers and pointers are not changed by this statement. Control does not return to the current PROC when the called PROC terminates.



[]



Transfer control to another PROC [{DICT} filename {id}] {label} The PROC identified by the given filename and id is executed, starting at label, or the first statement if no label is specified. If id is omitted, the record id is obtained from the field of the active input buffer addressed by the input buffer pointer. The buffers and pointers are not changed by this statement. Control returns to the current PROC when the called PROC executes a RTN or X statement.



*



Comment *text All text following the asterisk is ignored.
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10 The QM File System A typical application may have many database files, sometimes hundreds or even thousands. Facilities are provided to create data files, enter, modify and retrieve data, produce reports and, where the data processing operation required cannot be achieved using the standard commands, to construct powerful programs with the minimum of effort. Most files consist of two parts; a data portion holding the actual data and a dictionary portion holding a description of the structure of data records. Files do not have to have both parts. Files with no dictionary portion are fairly common. Files contain data stored as records which are the basic unit of file access. Records are identified by unique keys which may be any sequence of up to 63 characters. This limit can be increased by the system administrator though there are compatibility issues concerned with this (See the MAXIDLEN configuration parameter in the System Administration guide. The files used by QM are of two types; directory files and dynamic files. The choice of which file type to use is dependent on how it is to be used within the application. For guidance see section 10.5.



10.1 Directory Files A directory file is represented by an operating system directory and the records within it by operating system files. This structure will certainly not give high performance as the process of searching for a file in a directory is essentially a linear search. It would be necessary, on average, to look at half the entries in the directory to find an item. Directory files have two main uses: •



Files where there is a need to access the database records from outside QM. Because QM uses operating system files to represent the records, a record becomes a simple text file.



•



Storage of very large items. Although dynamic file can store individual records of up to 2Gb, their performance is optimised for more normal database record sizes. The underlying operating system file structures however are very good at storing large items and not so good with smaller items.



Within a directory file, the name of the operating system level file is the same as the internal QM record key except where this would be an invalid name. In this situation, QM performs automatic translation of the record key to a valid name. This translation is totally invisible from inside QM. The substitutions performed are * \ , =



%A %B %C %E



> < % "



%G %L %P %Q



/ + : ;



%S %V %X %Y



?



%Z



Record ids in directory files are case sensitive on Linux and FreeBSD but case insensitive on Windows . When data is written to a record in a directory file, field marks in the data are replaced by the operating system dependent newline sequence (carriage return / line feed pair on Windows, line feed on other platforms). This translation is on the assumption that the data may be being exported to some other software environment that does not understand the concept of field marks. The end result is that what is seen internally as a series of fields, ends up externally as a series of lines of text. The reverse translation is applied when reading data from the file, returning the original data that was written. Introduction to QM
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If the data written to the file contains value marks and subvalue marks, these are unchanged on the assumption that export of multivalued data implies that the application that will read this data understands multivalues. Note that there is a potential problem storing binary data such as bitmapped images (scanned documents, digital photographs, etc). Such data is not text divided into field, values and subvalues but merely a sequence of bytes. Some of these bytes will happen to look like field marks; some will happen to look like ASCII line feed characters. ABCFMDEFLFGHI On writing this data to the file, the field marks are translated to newlines. On reading it back, all of the newlines are translated to field marks. ABCFMDEFFMGHI We have not got back the data that we originally wrote to the file. There are special programming techniques (see the QMBasic MARK.MAPPING statement) to suppress this translation when processing binary data.



Records in directory files can be processed line by line using a special programming technique known as sequential file processing (see READSEQ, WRITESEQ). There are also byte level file access methods using READBLK and WRITEBLK. Other related QMBasic statements include OPENSEQ, SEEK and CLOSESEQ.



10.2 Dynamic Files A dynamic file is also represented by an operating system directory but the records within it are stored in a fast access file format in this directory. Users should not place any other files in the directory or make any modifications to the files placed there by QM. Dynamic files are so called because of the dynamic reconfiguration of the file which takes place automatically to compensate for changes in the file's size and record distribution. Record keys may have between 1 and 63 characters but these may not include mark characters or the ASCII null character. This length limit can be increased to a maximum of 255 by changing the value of the MAXIDLEN configuration parameter but this can lead to compatibility problems when transferring data to other systems and significantly increases the size of QM's internal locking tables. Record ids in dynamic files are normally case sensitive. A file may be created with case insensitive record ids using the NO.CASE option to CREATE.FILE. The CONFIGURE.FILE command can be used to change between case sensitivity and insensitivity in existing files. It is strongly recommended that the VOC is not made case insensitive. A dynamic file has two parts; a primary subfile which is examined first when looking for data and an overflow subfile which contains data which does not fit into the primary subfile. Users do not need to understand the mechanisms that are involved in accessing dynamic files though the following information will help in determining settings for the parameters which control file configuration and hence performance. In most cases these can be left at their default values. Only adjust these parameters if you really know what you are doing. Data within a dynamic file is stored in record groups. The number of groups in the files is known as the modulus. The group in which a record is located is determined by the hashing algorithm associated with the file. A group consists of a fixed sized area in the primary subfile and, if the data assigned to the group does not all fit into this area, as many additional overflow subfile blocks as are needed are allocated. A dynamic file performs best when the data is distributed evenly across each group and no group extends into the overflow area. In Introduction to QM
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reality, this is almost impossible to achieve whilst still keeping each group reasonably full. A well tuned dynamic file typically has around 20 percent of its data in overflow. The group size parameter determines the size of the primary subfile groups as a multiple of 1024 bytes. This parameter may have a value in the range 1 to 8 and defaults to 1 though this default can be changed using the GRPSIZE configuration parameter. Values of 1, 2, 4 or 8 are recommended. Where a file contains very large records, performance can be improved by placing these in disk blocks of their own with just the record key and a reference to their location stored in the primary subfile. Such records are known as large records and the size above which data is handled in this way is one of the configuration parameters for the file. The default value is 80% of the space available for data in a group. The number of groups in a file changes with time. QM uses two parameters to determine when the number of groups should change. At any time, the file's load value is the total size of the data records (excluding large records) as a percentage of the primary subfile size. This value changes as records are added, modified or deleted. It may have a value in excess of 100%, indicating that there is very high usage of overflow space. The split load value (default 80%) determines the load percentage at which an additional group will be added to the file by splitting the records in one group into two. The merge load value (default 50%) determines the point at which two groups are merged back into one. A split may result in the load falling below the merge load or, conversely, a merge may result in a new load value above the split load. In neither case will the file be immediately reconfigured back again. The minimum modulus parameter sets a minimum number of groups that will always be present in the file. It can be used to prevent excessive splitting and merging when a file is subject to frequent addition and deletion of large numbers of records. The total size of a dynamic file is limited to 2Gb for file versions 0 and 1, and 2147483647 groups (up to 16384Gb) for version 2 upwards.



10.3 Multi-files A multi-file is a collection of data files that share a common dictionary where the component files are referenced by a two part name consisting of a file name and a subfile name separated by a comma. The elements of a multifile may be any mix of directory and dynamic file types. Multi-files are provided for compatibility with other multivalue database products. See the CREATE.FILE command for further details.



10.4 Special Filename Syntaxes Normally, QM commands that reference files use a file name that corresponds to an F or Q-type VOC entry which, in turn, references the actual operating system file to be accessed. There are three special extended syntaxes for filenames that allow access to files without needing a VOC entry. Use of these is controlled by the FILERULE configuration option. Users should consider any impact of the security of their system before enabling these. The three extended syntaxes are: Implicit Q-pointer account:file Implicit QMNet pointer server:account:file Pathname PATH:pathname These special syntaxes cannot be used with a multi-file component name.
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10.5 Choosing the file type As a general rule, files that may be accessed from the operating system level must be directory files and all other files should be dynamic files. Dynamic files give best performance but records cannot be accessed from outside of QM. QMBasic source programs are normally stored in directory files. Dictionaries are automatically created as dynamic files regardless of the type of the associated data file as a directory file dictionary could cause severe performance degradation in query processor commands. For dynamic files, the default settings of the configuration parameters are often satisfactory but some improvement may be possible by adjusting the parameters. To do this, it is necessary to know the approximate distribution of record lengths that will be stored in the file and, to some extent, how the file will be used. The rules below can be applied to set a file's configuration but they will not always result in the best performance. Some later tuning may be necessary. The group size, which is set in multiples or 1024 bytes, should be chosen so that the majority of records, excluding large records, are less than half the space available for data within the group. The choice of large record size depends on the way in which the file will be accessed. The default value of 80% of the group size is good for most purposes. A large record has only its key stored in the primary subfile. Thus a SELECT operation will be faster if the group is mainly large records but reading the record's data will require at least two disk accesses. Also, since large records are held in their own disk block(s) rather than sharing with other records, surplus space at the end of the final block is wasted resulting in higher disk space usage. If the file will be used frequently in SELECT operations, a lower large record size may be beneficial. If data records are frequently read from the file, a higher large record size may help. In general it is best only to change the large record size if performance problems are seen. The split and merge loads determine the way in which the file's modulus and hence actual load vary. A low load results in reduced overflow at the expense of increased disk space. Conversely, a high load increases overflow but reduces disk usage. High overflow in turn results in poor performance as more disk blocks must be read to find a record. The split load value determines the load at which a group will be split into two, the merge load determines the load at which groups will be merged. The difference between the two values needs to be reasonably large to avoid continual splitting and merging of groups. The minimum modulus value determines the size below which the file will not merge groups. The default setting of this parameter is one, resulting in full dynamic reconfiguration. If the file is subject to frequent addition or deletion of large numbers of records so that its modulus varies widely, it may be worth setting the minimum modulus to a typical average size or higher, however, a file with a higher modulus than is necessary is relatively slow in SELECT operations that must read the entire file. Files are created using the CREATE.FILE. This command normally creates both a data and dictionary portion for the file. Either may be created individually by use of the DATA or DICT keywords. Dictionary portions are not required for files used to hold QMBasic source programs or include records. The CREATE.FILE command creates the file and also writes an F type record to the VOC. If the file is to be accessed from more than one account, this F type record may be duplicated in the other accounts, changing the pathnames in fields 2 and 3 to include the drive and directory components as necessary. A better method is to use Q-type VOC entries for remote file pointers. The data portion of a file is created at the specified or default minimum modulus size and with no records. The dictionary portion has a single record, @ID, added to it to represent the record key. Files may be deleted using the DELETE.FILE command. The DATA or DICT keywords allow deletion of just the appropriate portion of the file.
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Where the file's pathname in the VOC includes drive or directory components, the DELETE.FILE command assumes the file to be in some other account and prompts for confirmation that it should be deleted. If the file is to be retained but the reference to it from the current account is to be deleted, use the DELETE command to delete the VOC record.



10.6 QM Files - Rules and Restrictions The QM file system uses the underlying operating system file structures to store its data. This imposes some rules on how the operating system level files should be managed.



On Windows XP systems, use of mapped drives can assign different physical locations to the same drive letter for different users. This will cause serious problems to QM as it is impossible to identify a file uniquely. In particular, the locking system is likely to become unreliable. All QM users should use the same mappings. For users entering QM via a network connection, including connections looped back to the same machine, the DOS SUBST command may need to be used to create the drive mapping. This can be included in the LOGIN or MASTER.LOGIN paragraphs in the form SH SUBST X: C:\ABC where X: is the mapped drive letter and C:\ABC is the target directory to which X: is to be mapped. Similarly, use of chroot on Linux and FreeBSD systems destroys the uniqueness of file names. Although this may work in some cases, it can lead to ambiguities that will cause QM to fail in unpredictable ways. Use of this command is at the user's own risk.



Systems other than Windows allow a file to be renamed or deleted while it is in use. This action is likely to cause QM to fail and should not be used.
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10.7 Locks In order to prevent undesirable interaction between processes, QM provides a system of locks. Consider, for example, a process that reads a record, decrements a value in that record and writes it back to the file. There is no problem here where only one process is operating, however, if there is a second process performing a similar operation on the file, there is a danger that both processes read the record, then both write back an updated copy. Only one of the updates will actually occur as they both started from an identical situation, unaware that there was another process updating the record. Three types of lock are available on files; file, read and update locks. Each has a different role and care should be taken to use them correctly. A file lock applies to the entire file and prevents any other user from obtaining any lock on the file or records therein. File locks are usually only needed during operations that must handle the file in a consistent "snap shot" manner when, for example, summing the values of some field from all records. A process can only acquire a file lock if no other process has any locks on the file or its records. A file lock is obtained by the FILELOCK statement and is released by the FILEUNLOCK or RELEASE statements, on closing the file or on return to the command prompt. A read lock applies to an individual record and prevents other processes from obtaining the file lock or an update lock on the same record. Any number of processes may acquire read locks on the record at the same time. An attempt to obtain a read lock will fail if another process has the file is locked or has an update lock on the record. Read locks are typically used to view a consistent set of records, knowing that no other user could have updated one record before another had been read. An update lock also applies to an individual record and prevents other processes from obtaining the file lock or either type of record lock on the same record. Only one process may acquire an update lock on any particular record at a time though there may be many different records locked simultaneously. An attempt to obtain an update lock will fail if another process has the file is locked or has a read or update lock on the record. A read or update lock may be acquired on a record that does not exist in the file. This provides a means of locking a record that is about to be written for the first time. Read and update locks are obtained by the READL or READU statements (and others) as described in the QMBasic Programming Guide. These locks are released on closing the file, by the RELEASE statement or, in most cases, on return to the command prompt. Additionally, read and update locks are normally released by writing or deleting the locked record, however, the WRITEU and DELETEU statements provide a means of writing or deleting a record without releasing the lock. Although it is possible to hold very many record locks at a time, this tends to indicate poor application design and will have an adverse effect on performance. Where an attempt to obtain a lock fails, the QMBasic language provides two methods of handling the situation. A program may either wait automatically for the lock to be released or it may regain control and take some action of its own. A process is not affected by its own locks. Thus it is possible to take a record lock on a record from a file for which the file lock is held or, conversely, to take the file lock while holding one or more record locks. Taking a read lock on a record for which an update lock is held or vice versa will convert the lock type. Locks are associated with the underlying operating system file, not the VOC reference to the file. QM will correctly track locks even if there are multiple VOC entries that point to the same file. Where a file has been opened more than once simultaneously by a single process, the locks are related to the particular file open operation and are released when the associated file variable is destroyed.
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The lock handling operations of QMBasic only operate with correctly structured applications. The non-locking versions of the READ and WRITE operations, etc, can access a file regardless of its lock state though this can be prevented by use of the MUSTLOCK configuration parameter. The individual statement descriptions in the QMBasic Programming Guide give more information.
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10.8 Alternate Key Indices The file system works by locating records using their record id (primary key). In dynamic files, this uses a very high performance system called hashing which should allow most records to be located by just one disk access regardless of the number of records in the file. Sometimes we want to locate records based on the value in some other field, perhaps even a calculated value from an I-type item. These records are likely to be scattered over the whole file. To avoid having to read every record in the file to search for records of interest, QM provides a system of alternate key indices (sometimes abbreviated to AKs). An alternate key index can be set up on any real (D-type) or calculated (A, C, I or S-type) item defined in the file's dictionary. Calculated index items must be time invariant, that is, the calculation must return the same result every time it is executed for the same data record. Indexing on someone's age calculated from their date of birth, for example, would not work as the index will not be updated when they have a birthday. An alternate key index defined for a given field position (or calculated expression) will automatically apply to any other dictionary names for the same field (or expression) so long as the left/right justification and single/multi-value nature of the items are the same. Thus a dictionary two different ways to display a date field would use the same index for both views. Historically, alternate key indices have been created by a two stage process using the CREATE.INDEX and BUILD.INDEX commands; the first creating the index structure and the second populating the index and enabling its use. These commands are fully supported by QM but can also be combined is a single operation using MAKE.INDEX. Once the indices have been built, they are maintained completely automatically and are used by the query processor whenever it is advantageous to do so. Indices can be added or removed at any time. An index entry should lead to a small part of the stored data to be effective. An index entry that returns a high proportion of the records in the file will probably result in worse performance rather than better. In particular, avoid indices on yes/no fields or similar items with only a very few values. As a rough guide, an index entry that leads to a number of records that is more than half the file modulus value is not going to give any performance improvement. The NO.NULLS keyword when creating an index causes QM to omit references to records for which the indexed field is empty. This can be useful where a field may validly be empty and it is unlikely that a user would wish to select the records with the empty field. This is especially true if there may be a large number of such records as updating a very large index record may result in performance degradation. Beware that use of NO.NULLS means that queries that select records for which the indexed field is less than a certain value cannot use the index as a null item would satisfy this condition and thus the index would not contain all of the records to be reported. . A file may have multiple indices. Each should result in significant improvement of performance of queries against the indexed field but there is a cost to be paid in updating the indices when writing to the file. QM performs some optimisation to reduce this cost but designers should still try to minimise the number of indices used. Most users suggest a sensible limit of 6 to 10 indices on a file. QM supports up to a maximum of 32 indices per file. As an example, consider a file holding information about orders with 100,000 records in it. For simplicity, assume that these records are made up of 10 orders from each of 10,000 customers. To locate all the orders placed by a specific customer would require all 100,000 records to be processed to find the 10 that we want. Using an alternate key index on the customer number field of the order records, QM can look up the customer in the index and then go directly to the 10 order records. Indices can be deleted using the DELETE.INDEX command if they are no longer wanted. A report of any or all indices on a file can be produced with the LIST.INDEX command. Introduction to QM
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Programmers can gain access to the index itself using the QMBasic SELECTINDEX statement and advanced index scanning operations can be performed using SELECTLEFT, SELECTRIGHT, SETLEFT and SETRIGHT.
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10.9 Triggers A trigger is an optional user written function applied to a dynamic file that is executed before or after a record is written to or deleted. They can also be executed after a read and before or after a clear file operation. Triggers can be used to determine whether the write or delete is to proceed according to data validation rules, to trigger other processing when some event occurs, or to modify the data in some way. This might be, for example, generating an order to a supplier when the stock level of an item falls below some threshold value. The trigger function is simply a catalogued QMBasic subroutine which is automatically executed as part of the write or delete process prior to the change being applied to the database. The subroutine is passed a mode flag (pre/post write/delete/read), the record id, the record data and a flag indicating whether the QMBasic ON ERROR clause is present. The subroutine may do whatever processing the application designer wishes. If a write or delete is to be disallowed, the pre-write or pre-delete trigger function should set the @TRIGGER.RETURN.CODE variable to a non-zero value such as an error number or an error message text to cause the write or delete to take its ON ERROR clause if present or to abort if omitted. The STATUS() function will return ER$TRIGGER. Programs should test STATUS() rather that testing for @TRIGGER.RETURN.CODE being non-zero to determine whether the trigger function has disallowed the write or delete. The trigger function is set up using the SET.TRIGGER command. After it has been set up, the trigger function is loaded into memory when the file is opened and is called for all file operations for which the trigger is applicable. Modifying and recataloguing the trigger function will have no effect on processes that have the file open until they close and reopen it. If the trigger function is not in the catalogue or has the incorrect number of arguments, no error occurs until the first action that would have executed it is attempted. The interface into a trigger function is: SUBROUTINE name(mode, id, data, on.error, fvar) where name



is the trigger subroutine name.



mode



indicates the point at which the trigger function is being called: 1 FL$TRG.PRE.WRITE before writing a record 2 FL$TRG.PRE.DELETE before deleting a record 4 FL$TRG.POST.WRITE after writing a record 8 FL$TRG.POST.DELETE after deleting a record 16 FL$TRG.READ after reading a record 32 FL$TRG.PRE.CLEAR before clearing the file 64 FL$TRG.POST.CLEAR after clearing the file Other values may be used in the future. Trigger functions should be written to ignore unrecognised values.



id



is the id of the record to be read, written or deleted.



data



is the data. This is a null string for a delete action.



on.error



indicates whether the program performing the read, write or delete has used the ON ERROR clause to catch aborts.



fvar



is the file variable that can be used to access the file. Beware that reading, writing or deleting records via this file variable may cause a recursive call to the trigger function. This argument can be omitted for compatibility with earlier releases.



Note that the trigger function is not called for a clear file action (QMBasic or command language).
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When writing trigger functions, the original data of the record to be written or deleted can be examined by reading it in the usual way but beware that this might invoke a read trigger on the same file. Trigger functions should not attempt to write or delete the record for which they are called. Neither should they release the update lock on this record as this could cause concurrent update of the record. If the value of data is changed by a pre-write trigger function, the modified data is written to the file. Similarly, a read trigger can modify the data that will be returned to the application that requested the read. These provide a simple way to perform data encryption. Changes to the value of id will not affect the database update in any way. Trigger functions may perform all of the actions available to other QMBasic subroutines including performing updates that may themselves cause trigger functions to be executed.



10.10 Transactions A transaction is a group of related database updates to be treated as a unit that must either happen in its entirety or not at all. From a programmer's point of view, the updates are enclosed between two QMBasic statements, BEGIN TRANSACTION and END TRANSACTION. All writes and deletes appearing during the transaction are cached and only take place when the program executes a COMMIT statement. The program can abort the transaction by executing a ROLLBACK statement which causes all updates to be discarded. An alternative transaction syntax is available using the TRANSACTION START, TRANSACTION COMMIT and TRANSACTION ABORT statements. The two styles may be mixed inside a single application. Transactions affect the operation of file and record locks. Outside a transaction, locks are released when a write or delete occurs. Because transactional database updates are deferred until the transaction is committed, all locks acquired inside the transaction are held until the commit or rollback. Because of this change to the locking mechanism, converting an application to use transactions is usually rather more complex than simply inserting the transaction control statements into existing programs as the retention of locks can give rise to deadlock situations. User interaction should be avoided inside a transaction. There are some restrictions on what a program may do inside a transaction. In general, QM tries not to enforce prohibitive rules but leaves the application designer to consider the potential impact of the operations embedded inside the transaction. Transactions may be nested, placing one transaction inside another to any depth. Committing or rolling back an inner transaction reverts to the parent transaction
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11 Dictionaries The dictionary portion of a QM database file contains records that describe the structure of the records in the data portion and set defaults for how the query processor will handle the data in the absence of alternative instructions. It follows that there must be a dictionary that describes dictionaries and this can be found in the DICT.DICT file. Thankfully, it also describes itself. Although the dictionary component of a file is optional and is only used by the query processor, application developers should avoid the tendency not to create dictionary entries for fields that are never used in queries. Instead, the dictionary should be the reference model of the data and QM provides tools to build QMBasic program tokens that describe the data from the dictionary (see the GENERATE command).



Very much like the VOC file, dictionaries have a number of record types, each identified by the leading characters of the first field. Indeed, these record types can also appear in the VOC as the query processor command parsing looks first for a token in the dictionary and then, if not found, in the VOC. Thus, definitions that appear in the dictionary are private to queries that use that dictionary whereas definitions in the VOC can be used in queries against any file. The standard dictionary record types are A



Provided for compatibility with other multivalued database products, A-type records are not recommended for new developments.



C



Provided for compatibility with other multivalued database products, C-type records are not recommended for new developments.



D



Defines a database field.



I



Defines a virtual attribute, an item derived from the values of other items defined in the same dictionary.



L



Defines a link to another file. Link records provide a useful shortcut when retrieving data from related files.



PH



Defines a phrase. Dictionary phrase records have the same structure as their VOC counterparts.



S



Provided for compatibility with other multivalued database products, the handling of S-type records within QM is identical to A-type records.



X



A miscellaneous storage record that can be used in any way the application developer wishes.
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11.1 A and S-Type Dictionary Records A and S-type dictionary items are an alternative to the preferred D and I-type items that describe data stored in database files. QM provides only a limited subset of the full A and S-type functionality found in other multivalue database environments. There is no difference between A and S-type records within QM. An A or S-type dictionary record has the following structure: Field 1



The type code (A or S) and optional comment text.



Field 2



The field number. A value of zero is used to reference the record id. For compatibility with other mutlivalue database products, two special values are recognised by the query processor; 9998 for the item number within a query and 9999 as the record length. This field is irrelevant if there is a correlative expression in field 8.



Field 3



An optional column heading to appear in query processor reports. If this is multivalued, each value appears as a separate line in the column heading. If this field is blank, the field name is used as the heading. To suppress the heading completely, place a backslash (\) in this field. The text can commence with 'R' to right justify the heading, 'X' to suppress the normal dot filler characters, or 'RX' to apply both modifications.



Field 4



Defines the relationship between associated multivalued fields. Within an association, one field is considered to be the controlling item and the remainder are considered as dependant. The controlling field has C;p;q;r in field 4 where p, q, r (etc) are the field numbers of the associated items. The dependant fields all have D;n in field 4 where n is the field number of the controlling field. Internally, QM converts Pick style association definitions into an association name __n.



Field 5



Not used.



Field 6



Not used.



Field 7



An optional conversion code that describes how to translate the data from its internal form stored in the database to an external form for presentation to a user. If this field is multivalued, each conversion code is applied in turn to the data. QM does not support use of A or F-correlative expressions in this field. This code is applied by the query processor after record selection and sorting. Conversion codes are described in detail in section 12.



Field 8



An optional A or F-correlative code (see section 11.9) or a conversion code. Conversion codes appearing in field 8 are applied immediately to the data extracted from the record and hence affect sorting and selection.



Field 9



A mandatory justification code (C, L, R, T or U). For more information regarding these codes see the corresponding element of the format codes described in section 13.



Field 10



A mandatory display width indicating the number of columns to be used to show this item in a query processor report. Note that the value given here does not in any way constrain the data stored in the file; it merely specifies how it should be reported. Data that is wider than the given field width will normally be wrapped over multiple lines in a query report.



Field 11



Reserved for user use. QM will not reference this field.



Field 12+



Reserved for future use. Users should not rely on these fields remaining unused in future releases.



Important note: In Pick systems, correlatives are processed in an interpretive manner. QM compiles A and Stype dictionary items in a similar way to I-type items but embeds the object code of nested A or S-type items. This results in better performance but, if one dictionary item uses the value of another, it will be necessary to compile both if changes are made. The query processor will compile correlatives automatically when they are first used. The COMPILE.DICT command (short form CD) can be used to force a compilation. The CD command with no record ids will compile all A, C, I and S-type items in the specified dictionary. QM does not support the LPV (load previous value) data item found on Pick systems as it is dependant on the exact sequence in which the query processor evaluates expressions. The query optimiser of QM may cause this to Introduction to QM
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behave in an unexpected manner. It is always possible to restructure dictionary items that used LPV to work without it.
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11.2 C-Type Dictionary Records A C-type dictionary item performs calculations in much the same way as the preferred I-type items. Whereas an I-type is a QMBasic expression, a C-type can make use of nearly all the features of the QMBasic programming language, removing the need to use the SUBR() function to call an external subroutine. C-type items are provided for compatibility with other systems and their use is not recommended for new developments. The format of a C-type dictionary item is: Field 1



The type code (C) and optional comment text



Field 2



Program source code (see below)



Field 3



An optional conversion code that describes how to translate the data from its internal form stored in the database to an external form for presentation to a user. If this field is multivalued, each conversion code is applied in turn to the data. Conversion codes are described in detail in section 12.



Field 4



An optional column heading to appear in query processor reports. If this is multivalued, each value appears as a separate line in the column heading. If this field is blank, the field name is used as the heading. To suppress the heading completely, place a backslash (\) in this field. The text can commence with 'R' to right justify the heading, 'X' to suppress the normal dot filler characters, or 'RX' to apply both modifications.



Field 5



A mandatory format code defining the number of columns to be used to display this item in a query processor report and the justification of the data within the column. Note that the format specification does not in any way constrain the data stored in the file; it merely specifies how it should be reported. Data that is wider than the given field width will normally be wrapped over multiple lines in a query report. Format codes are described in detail in section 13.



Field 6



A single/multivalue flag. This field should be set to S if the data returned by the program in field 2 is always single valued, M if it could be multivalued.



Field 7



The association name. Where two or more fields are associated, this field contains a name that binds those fields together. There must also be a phrase with this name that links the fields. Associations are described in detail in section 11.8.



Field 8



Reserved for user use. QM will not reference this field.



Field 9+



Reserved for future use. Users should not rely on these fields remaining unused in future releases.



The source code in field 2 is a normal QMBasic program except that each line of the program appears as a value in this multivalued field. The EV (edit values) command of ED can simplify editing of this field. The Dive function of SED provides similar functionality. The program must return a value in the @ANS variable. This variable is initially zero on entry to QM, is automatically updated to contain the result of I-type expressions and should be updated by C-types. Although it is possible to use @ANS to pass a value from evaluation of one C or I-type item to the next, this is not recommended as the sequence of execution may be indeterminate. The program can reference data defined by other items in the same dictionary using the {name} construct where name is an A, C, D, I or S-type item. Where name references a C or I-type item or an A or S-type item with a correlative, the object code for that item is embedded in the C-type to eliminate the need for a run time subroutine call. Changes to the definition of name will therefore require that all C-types referencing it are recompiled. The safest approach is always to use the COMPILE.DICT command (short form CD) to rebuild all compiled type items in the dictionary whenever a change is made. C-type programs may not use the following QMBasic components: Introduction to QM
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$CATALOGUE $DEBUG $QMCALL DEBUG FUNCTION PROGRAM SUBROUTINE Use of terminal output statements such as DISPLAY may destroy the format of query processor output. The final END statement at the end of the program is optional.



Examples These examples show only the content of field 2 of the dictionary item and the multivalues have been written as separate lines.



1. Summing a multivalued field @ANS = SUM({QTY}) is equivalent to an I-type expression SUM(QTY)



2. Adding tax to a multivalued list of prices @ANS = '"" N = DCOUNT({PRICE},@VM) FOR I = 1 TO N @ANS = {PRICE} * 1.175 NEXT N is equivalent to an I-type expression PRICE * REUSE(1.175)
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11.3 D-Type Dictionary Records A D-type dictionary record defines the location of a database field and sets defaults for how the query processor will handle it. There will be at least one D-type entry for each field in the corresponding data file. The name of the dictionary record is the name by which the data field is to be known. It is common to have multiple definitions for a single field, not because the field may contain different data in different records, but because there may be a need to view the data in different ways (for example, displaying a date as "12 Jan 05" or "Wednesday 12 January 2005"). Which dictionary item is actually used will depend on how the query is phrased. All dictionaries should contain a record named @ID as the default view of the record id. This record is inserted automatically when the file is created and may be modified but should not be deleted as some commands may cease to work.



A D-type dictionary record has the following structure: Field 1



The type code (D) and optional comment text.



Field 2



The field number. A value of zero is used to reference the record id. For compatibility with other mutlivalue database products, two special values are recognised by the query processor; 9998 for the item number within a query and 9999 as the record length.



Field 3



An optional conversion code that describes how to translate the data from its internal form stored in the database to an external form for presentation to a user. If this field is multivalued, each conversion code is applied in turn to the data. Conversion codes are described in detail in section 12.



Field 4



An optional column heading to appear in query processor reports. If this is multivalued, each value appears as a separate line in the column heading. If this field is blank, the field name is used as the heading. To suppress the heading completely, place a backslash (\) in this field. The text can commence with 'R' to right justify the heading, 'X' to suppress the normal dot filler characters, or 'RX' to apply both modifications.



Field 5



A mandatory format code defining the number of columns to be used to display this item in a query processor report and the justification of the data within the column. Note that the format specification does not in any way constrain the data stored in the file; it merely specifies how it should be reported. Data that is wider than the given field width will normally be wrapped over multiple lines in a query report. Format codes are described in detail in section 13.



Field 6



A single/multivalue flag. This field should be set to S if the data in the corresponding data field is always single valued, M if it could be multivalued.



Field 7



The association name. Where two or more fields are associated, this field contains a name that binds those fields together. There must also be a phrase with this name that links the fields. Associations are described in detail in section 11.8.



Field 8



Reserved for user use. QM will not reference this field.



Field 9+



Reserved for future use. Users should not rely on these fields remaining unused in future releases.
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11.4 I-Type Dictionary Records An I-type dictionary record defines a virtual attribute (often referred to as an I-type). This is an item calculated by the query processor from other items defined in the same dictionary. Virtual attributes aid elimination of storage of redundant data. A typical dictionary may contains many virtual attributes. The name of the dictionary record is the name by which the virtual attribute is to be known.



An I-type dictionary record has the following structure: Field 1



The type code (I) and optional comment text



Field 2



The virtual attribute expression.



Field 3



An optional conversion code that describes how to translate the data from its internal form stored in the database to an external form for presentation to a user. If this field is multivalued, each conversion code is applied in turn to the data. Conversion codes are described in detail in section 12.



Field 4



An optional column heading to appear in query processor reports. If this is multivalued, each value appears as a separate line in the column heading. If this field is blank, the field name is used as the heading. To suppress the heading completely, place a backslash (\) in this field. The text can commence with 'R' to right justify the heading, 'X' to suppress the normal dot filler characters, or 'RX' to apply both modifications.



Field 5



A mandatory format code defining the number of columns to be used to display this item in a query processor report and the justification of the data within the column. Note that the format specification does not in any way constrain the data stored in the file; it merely specifies how it should be reported. Data that is wider than the given field width will normally be wrapped over multiple lines in a query report. Format codes are described in detail in section 13.



Field 6



A single/multivalue flag. This field should be set to S if the result of evaluating the expression in field 2 is always single valued, M if it could be multivalued.



Field 7



The association name. Where two or more fields are associated, this field contains a name that binds those fields together. There must also be a phrase with this name that links the fields. Associations are described in detail in section 11.8.



Field 8



Reserved for user use. QM will not reference this field.



Field 9+



Reserved for future use. Users should not rely on these fields remaining unused in future releases.



The difference between a D-type and an I-type item is perhaps best illustrated by an example. A file might contain information about employees including their date of birth. If we want to list all employees with their date of birth we could do this by a query of the form LIST EMP.FILE NAME DOB If we want the employee's age, this data is not recorded and, of course, changes with time. However, by creating an I-type called AGE that performs the necessary calculation we could simply enter LIST EMP.FILE NAME AGE Once we have added this item to the dictionary, we can use it in queries exactly as though this data was stored in the data file. A virtual attribute is actually a small compiled QMBasic program. Although the standard editing tools suppress its display, the compiled form of this program is in the dictionary entry in fields 15 onwards. The query processor
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will compile the expression automatically when it is first used or after it has been modified. Compilation can be forced using the COMPILE.DICT command (short form CD). Field 2 of a virtual attribute definition holds the expression to be evaluated and may contain nearly all of the items that are valid in expressions within QMBasic programs. Data item names used within this expression must reference other items defined in the same dictionary. The AGE I-type referred to above is actually quite complex and the expression might be written as OCONV(DATE(), "D4Y") - OCONV(DOB, "D4Y"); IF OCONV(@DATE,"DMD") > OCONV(DOB,"DMD") THEN @ + 1 ELSE @ Most of the complexity if this calculation is to handle the problems of people with a birth date of February 29 or performing the calculation on February 29. The AGE I-type shown above is an example of a compound I-type, one which is actually made up of a series of expressions separated by semicolons. Each expression is evaluated in turn, storing the result in internal variables @1, @2, @3, etc. These variables may be used in later expressions within the compound I-type. The internal variable @ can be used to refer to the value of the immediately preceding expression in the compound I-type. The final value of the virtual attribute is the result of the last expression. Use of a compound I-type can simplify complex calculations and can avoid repeated evaluation of a subexpression that is used multiple times. Virtual attribute expressions can reference the value of any other A, C, D, I or S type item defined in the same dictionary. Where the referenced item is itself of a compiled type (C, I and some A and S items), the expression of the inner item is substituted into the outer expression when it is compiled, improving run time performance. The implication of this is that if virtual attribute A uses the result of virtual attribute B, it will be necessary to force recompilation of A if B is modified. In general, it is a good idea to use the COMPILE.DICT command to recompile the entire dictionary after making changes if there may be any cross-references of this sort. Unlike most other implementations of virtual attributes, QM allows nesting of compound I-type expressions. There are two QMBasic functions specifically for use in virtual attribute expressions: TRANS() Retrieves data from another file, using a locally evaluated expression to identify the record to be read. QM supports use of TRANS() to retrieve the result of a virtual attribute in the remote file. TOTAL() Accumulates data for use with the query processor CALC field modifier.
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11.5 L-Type Dictionary Records An L-type dictionary record defines a link between related database files. Use of L-type records can significantly reduce the number of virtual attribute expressions (I-type dictionary items) with TRANS() functions that are needed to support effective query processing. An L-type dictionary record has three fields: Field 1



The type code (L) and optional comment text



Field 2



Link expression.



Field 3



The name of the target file.



The link expression is a QMBasic expression that derives the record id for referencing a remote file from data stored in the local file. Data names referenced in this expression must correspond to other items in the same dictionary. In its simplest form the link expression is just the name of a field that contains the record id of the appropriate record in the remote file. More complex expressions may be needed to construct the record id from data in the local file. Once an L-type link has been defined, it can be used within the query processor to reference any field in the remote file with the syntax link%field where link is the name of the dictionary item defining the link and field is the name of an item defined in the remote file.



Example If a library application has two files, BOOKS and TITLES where the record id of BOOKS is formed from the id of the corresponding TITLES record and the copy number separated by a hyphen, the following link placed in the dictionary of the BOOKS file could be used to access the associated TITLES record: 1: 2: 3:



L @ID['-', 1, 1] TITLES



Queries based on the BOOKS file could then reference data from the TITLES file using field names made up from the name of the link record, a % character and the name of the TITLES field to be accessed. For example, if the above line was named TTL, a query such as LIST BOOKS TTL%TITLE TTL%AUTHOR



could be used to print a list of book titles and their authors.
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11.6 PH-Type Dictionary Records A PH-type dictionary record defines a phrase, part of a query processor command. A PH-type dictionary record may have any number of fields: Field 1



The type code (PH) and optional comment text



Field 2+



Anything.



For ease of maintenance, the expansion text in a phrase may be split over multiple fields by ending all but the final field with an underscore (_) character. When the phrase is expanded, any field ending with an underscore is merged with the following field, replacing the underscore with a single space. Phrases have three main uses within QM: 1. As short forms for commonly referenced components of a query processor command such as a standard company page heading to be used in all reports. 2. To bind together the elements of an associated set of data fields. 3. To set defaults for certain actions of the query processor and associated tools.



There are a number of PH-type dictionary records reserved for use by MODIFY and query processor commands. These are described below. In general, users should avoid creating dictionary records commencing with the @ character in order to prevent clashes with other system defined names in the future. @



A phrase record defining the default list of items to be displayed by LIST and SORT in the absence of any other field names.



@LPTR



A phrase record defining the default list of items to be displayed by LIST and SORT in the absence of any other field names when output is directed to a printer. If this record is not present, the query processor uses the @ record instead.



@MODIFY A phrase record defining the default list of items to be processed by the MODIFY command. @SHOW



A phrase record defining the default list of items to be displayed by SHOW in the absence of any other field names.



Users should avoid adding records with a leading @ character to avoid possible conflict with future reserved names.
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11.7 X-Type Dictionary Records An X-type dictionary record defines a miscellaneous item that will not be used by the standard components of QM. An X-type dictionary record may have any number of fields: Field 1



The type code (X) and optional comment text



Field 2+



Anything.



X-type records can be used in any way the application designer wishes. One common use is for tracking the next record id in a file that uses sequentially allocated numeric ids. Because the file system has no concept of first record, last record, next record, etc, it is necessary to maintain the next available record id somewhere. Use of a dictionary item is the recommended approach.



Users should avoid creating dictionary records with names beginning with a dollar sign ($) as such names are reserved for special records. The GENERATE command uses a record named $INCLUDE to control how it generates a QMBasic include record from the contents of a dictionary.
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11.8 Associations An association is a set of two or more multi-valued fields that are related such that the values are inter-dependent. For example, an order processing database might contain a file listing the items in each order. This would require a multi-valued list of products and a corresponding multi-valued list of quantities. A realistic data file may contain several associated sets of fields. The query processor needs to know about this relationship. An association is defined by giving it a name which appears in field 7 of the dictionary entry of each field in the association. There is also a phrase record with this name which contains a space separated list of the component fields.



DATE



CUST



PROD.NO



QTY



14 Nov 03



1179



2140



2



1502



3



1611



4



1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7:



ITEMS



D 3



D 4



Product 4R M ITEMS



Qty 4R M ITEMS



PH PROD.NO QTY



Thus, starting from any one element of the association, its dictionary entry can be used to find the phrase record which, in turn, allows the query processor to find all the members of the association.
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11.9 Correlatives Correlatives are the predecessor of virtual attributes. They are still used on Pick style systems and are supported in QM for compatibility. Correlatives are very limited and often difficult to maintain. They should not be used in new developments.



11.9.1



A-Correlatives



An A-correlative is an algebraic expression that applies operators to fields, constants and other data to produce a result. The expression is prefixed by A and an optional semicolon.



Data items n



A field number. This field is extracted from the current record



N(name)



A field name. This name is looked up in the dictionary when the correlative is compiled and run time code generated to extract the field from the current record.



"string"



A constant. All constants, including numeric values, must be enclosed in single quotes, double quotes or backslashes. Any of the above three data item types may be followed by R to indicate that the REUSE() function is to be applied to the data.



D



The internal date. This is the actual date at the point when the function is executed, not a reference to the @DATE variable (which does not change during a command).



T



The internal time. This is the actual time at the point when the function is executed, not a reference to the @TIME variable (which does not change during a command).



@NB



The breakpoint level.



@ND



The detail line counter.



@NI



The item counter.



@NS



The subvalue counter.



@NV



The value counter.



Functions and Operators +



Adds operands



-



Subtracts operands



*



Multiplies operands



/



Divides operands. Note that this is an integer division.



=



Relational equality test.



# or 



Relational inequality test.



>



Relational greater than test.




=



Relational greater than or equal to test.



replace top two stack items with the result of a greater than test %< replace top two stack items with the result of a less than test %A %O logical and & or operations for conditionals %! replace top stack item with its logical inverse %~ replace top stack item with its bitwise inverse %i add 1 to first two parms (for ANSI terminals) %? expr %t thenpart %e elsepart %; if-then-else, %e elsepart is optional. For those of the above operators which are binary and not commutative, the stack works in the usual way, with %gx %gy %m resulting in x mod y, not the reverse.



For example, the QMBasic @(col,row) function translates to the cup (cursor position) terminfo entry. For the vt100 definition shown above this is cup=\E[%i%p1%d;%p2%dH$ Taking this apart, element by element for a usage as @(10,5): \E Escape character [ [ character %i Increment both arguments to allow for positions numbered from 1 rather than 0. The argument values 10 and 5 thus become 11 and 6. %p1 Push parameter 1 (11) onto the stack %d Print top item from stack as an integer ; ; character %p2 Push parameter 2 (6) onto the stack %d Print top item from stack as an integer H H character $ Delay - Ignored by QM. The end result is thus "Esc[11;6H".



User Definable Entries The terminfo database includes 10 entries (u0 to u9) for user use. QM pre-defines the function of two of these, the remaining eight are available for any purpose that the user wishes. u0 - u7



@(-100) to @(-107)



Undefined. Users may adopt these for any purpose.



u8



@(-108)



IT$ACMD Asynchronous command execution prefix. This code prefixes a command to be executed on the client system followed by a newline. The QM session is not suspended while the command is executed.



u9



@(-109)



IT$SCMD Synchronous command execution prefix. This code prefixes a command to be executed on the client system followed by a newline. The QM session is suspended while the command is executed.



The u8 code is used internally by some parts of QM. The remaining codes will only be used as defined in user written application software.



AccuTerm Extensions The AccuTerm terminal emulator includes support for additional special functions that are not part of the standard terminal definitions for industry standard terminal types. These extra functions include Introduction to QM
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Client side command execution (synchronous and asynchronous) Screen region save and restore (used by the QMBasic debugger) Mouse click detection QM ships with extended definitions for the vt100 and vt420 under special terminal type names vt100-at and vt420-at. Users can easily add similar extensions to other terminal definitions.
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19 User Management and System Security Because QM runs on a variety of environments, some of which do not feature particularly good security systems, QM supports two methods of user authentication. On Windows 95/98/ME, QM supplies its own user name and password checking for network users. This can be disabled if required so that no user name or password is requested on connecting to the system. On later versions of Windows, Linux and FreeBSD, QM uses the operating system security mechanism. This cannot be disabled and a valid user name and password must be supplied for all network connections. Many of the user name management commands described here are still relevant as they handle the QM aspects of user control.



User name management is handled by four commands, available from all accounts but restricted to users with administrator rights. QMConsole users on Windows and users logging in with user names that are defined as administrators at the operating system level always have administrator rights. Other users can be registered as QM administrators using the commands described below. The user name management commands are: ADMIN.USER



User name administration tool



CREATE.USER



Creates a new user name



DELETE.USER



Deletes a user name



LIST.USERS



Lists all defined user names



Each command is described in the following pages. In addition, Windows 95/98/ME users can change their passwords using the PASSWORD command which is documented in the Command Reference Guide. This command can be used by users with administrator rights to change other users' passwords. The QMAdmin utility provides another way to perform user management. By default on Windows 95/98/ME, all network connections to a QM system require a username and password to be supplied. This security system can be disabled by the System Administrator if a simpler but less secure system is desired. This is achieved using the SECURITY command in the QMSYS account: SECURITY ON



to enable security checks



SECURITY OFF



to disable security checks



SECURITY



to display the current setting



This command can only be executed from a QMConsole session. If security checking is enabled, the SECURITY command can only be used by a user with administrator rights. If disabled, all QMConsole users have access to this command.
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19.1 Application Level Security A well designed application never allows an end user to reach a command prompt. This leaves restriction of what a user may do within the control of the application itself. Where it is necessary to provide differing levels of access to different users, QM provides several ways to identify attributes of the current user: @IP.ADDR



User's IP address for network connections. This is also available in QMBasic as SYSTEM(42).



@LOGNAME



User's login name.



@TTY



Terminal device name.



SYSTEM(1017)



Port number for network connection.



A user could potentially escape from the controlled environment provided by the application if the application were to abort. This can be avoided by a combination of the following techniques: Disable the break key. The break key is automatically disabled until completion of the LOGIN paragraph unless it is enabled within that paragraph by use of the BREAK ON command. There should never be a need for use of the break key in a working application. In the unlikely event of needing to re-enable it for a specific user as a result of an application fault, the system administrator can use an extended form of the BREAK command to do this. Use OPTION NO.USER.ABORTS to suppress all options through which a user can cause an abort to occur. This removes the A option from the "Press return to continue" prompt, the query processor pagination prompt and the break key options. Implement the ON.ABORT paragraph. Despite the above techniques, an application may still abort as a result of a run time error or use of the ABORT statement within the application itself. When an abort occurs, QM discards all programs, menus, paragraphs, etc that are running in the process and returns to the lowest level command processor. Before this displays the command prompt, it checks in the VOC file for an executable item named ON.ABORT and, if this is found, executes it. A typical ON.ABORT paragraph terminates the user's session after, perhaps, logging the incident. Some users such as application developers may need to be able to reach a command prompt. In this case, security subroutines can be attached to R or V-type VOC entries to provide control over what can be done. See page 36 for more information.
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19.2 Permissions QM uses the underlying operating system to manage processes, files, devices, etc. Therefore, all issues of access permissions ultimately lie with the operating system. This section gives some guidance on setting permissions within a QM system but individual application needs should be taken into account.



The QMSYS Account The only users who should be working in the QMSYS account are system administrators. It is reasonable that these people should have write access to QMSYS. No other user ever needs to create an item in the QMSYS directory itself. Therefore the directory can be protected so that only administrators can write to it. The following table sets out the access rights needed for all items in the QMSYS account. Developers



Others



$HOLD



Hold file for QMSYS account



None



None



$HOLD.DIC



Dictionary for $HOLD



None



None



$IPC



Inter-process communication file



Full



Full



$LOGINS



User name database



Full



Full



$MAP



Catalogue map



Full (note 1)



None



$MAP.DIC



Dictionary for $MAP



Read



Read



$SCREENS



Screens database



Read



Read



$SVLISTS



$SAVEDLISTS file



None



None



ACCOUNTS



Accounts database



Read (note 2)



Read (note 2)



ACCOUNTS.DIC



Dictionary for ACCOUNTS



Read



Read



bin



Executable files



Read



Read



BP



Sample QMBasic items



Read



Read



cat



Private catalogue



None



None



DICT.DIC



Dictionary for dictionaries



Read



Read



DIR_DICT



Dictionary for directory files



Read



Read



DOCS



Documentation (Windows only)



Read



Read



errlog



Optional error log file



Full (note 3)



Full (note 3)



ERRMSG



Pick style error message file



Read (note 4)



Read (note 4)



ERRMSG.DIC



Dictionary for ERRMSG



Read



Read



gcat



Global catalogue



Full



Read (note 5)



MESSAGES



Message database



Read



Read



NEWVOC



Template VOC file



Read



Read



QM.VOCLIB



VOC extension



Read



Read



stacks



Command stack repository



None



None



SYSCOM



System include records



Read



None



terminfo



Terminfo database



Read



Read



terminfo.src



Terminfo definitions



None



None



VOC



Vocabulary file



Read



Read
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Developers



Others



VOC.DIC



Dictionary for VOC



None



None



errlog



Error log



Full



Full



qm.hlp



Help text (Windows only)



Read



Read



QMSvc.log



QMSvc log (Windows only)



None



None



1. Write access to $MAP is only needed by users who execute the MAP command to create a catalogue map with the default destination file name. 2. Any user who is to be allowed to create new accounts will need write access to this file. 3. If error logging is enabled (see the ERRLOG configuration parameter), all users need full access to the optional errlog file. Any user that does not have write access will not log errors. 4. This file contains standard Pick style messages. Although rare, some applications may write to this file. 5. It is possible to restrict access to individual items in the gcat subdirectory. Users need read access (not execute access) to run a compiled QMBasic program.



Application Accounts In general, users should have free access to all files. Taking write access away on the VOC can be used to prevent users modifying its content.



Other System Files The only QM file located outside of account structures is the configuration file (qm.ini in the Windows directory on Windows, /etc/qmconfig on other platforms). All users need read access to this file. The configuration file is updated by the QMTerm terminal emulator and by the QMNet server related commands. Users of these features therefore need write access.
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19.3 Backup and Restore QM does not provide any special backup and restore utilities but relies instead on use of standard operating system level backup tools. This section sets out some points to consider in planning a backup strategy. Hopefully, you have already thought of these... •



Determine what to backup. If your backup needs to be as quick as possible, remember that it is usually unnecessary to back up system files that can easily be recreated.



•



Do not forget that distributed applications sometimes have critical data stored on client PCs. These need to be backed up at the same time as the server to preserve data integrity across the entire backup.



•



How often will you back up? You need to make a sensible trade-off between the time it takes to backup and the difficulty of bringing the system up to date in the event of a restore.



•



Consider when to backup in relation to your business routine. It is unsafe to backup a database while it is being used except as described below. You will end up with data integrity problems and, possibly, structural integrity problems in files that were being modified while the backup progressed. The safest approach is to log all users off while the backup is performed. It is not necessary to shutdown QM.



•



Use a cycle of backup media rather than continuously overwriting the same media so that you are secure from failures during the backup and also have multiple points in time to which you can revert.



•



Ensure that your backup media is kept away from the system that it represents. A fireproof safe or an offsite store is best.



•



Think carefully about how long you will keep your backups. There are often legal requirements to be able to restore business data for several years.



•



Test your backups. Check that you really can restore your data if the need arises.



Live Backup Sometimes there is no alternative to backing up a system while users are logged in. As mentioned above, simply copying the database files while they are being updated will almost certainly lead to inconsistent data, perhaps with structural problems that make restore impossible. QM provides the ability to suspend database updates by use of qm -suspend from the operating system command prompt. When this mode is in effect, applications will pause at any attempt to modify a file until updates are enabled using qm -resume. Rather than pausing the database for the duration of a full backup, various mechanisms are available to minimise the time for which updates are suspended. If using mirrored disks, it would be possible to suspend updates, break the mirror, result updates, backup the offline half of the mirrored data and then reconnect the mirror to catch up with changes during the backup. Some environments provide snapshot backup systems where updates can be suspended, the snapshot initiated and updates resumed. The actual backup process performed by the snapshot will handle the complexities of database updates that occur during the backup. Regardless of the technique used, beware that suspending updates will ensure structural integrity of the saved files but will not ensure business level data integrity as the suspension may occur part way through a series of related updates. Use of transaction programming techniques will help as the suspension will occur on committal of the transaction but it is still possible that a business level transaction is formed from multiple database transactions.
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20 Monitoring the System QM provides several tools to aid System Administrators in monitoring the system and locating problems. Each of these commands is described in detail in the Command Reference Guide. LISTU



Displays a list of users currently logged in to QM



LIST.FILES



Shows the names of all files currently open in the system. This command can also help in determining the optimum value for the NUMFILES configuration parameter.



LIST.LOCKS Lists process synchronisation (task) locks. LIST.READU Lists all active record and file locks. Includes a report of who is waiting for locks. FSTAT



Shows file system performance related data.



PSTAT



Displays process status information including the command or program being executed.



HSM



More useful for programmers than administrators, the HSM (hot spot monitor) command shows the processing time spent in each module of an application.



20.1 Releasing Locks Sometimes a QM process may fail to release a lock. In most cases, QM will tidy up automatically if the program or process terminates but there may be times when it is necessary to release a lock manually. Be careful to consider the implications before releasing a lock. The lock was taken to protect something from simultaneous update. Releasing a lock always carries the risk of data integrity problems. Record, file locks and process synchronisation (task) locks can be released with the UNLOCK command. This command, documented in the Command Reference Guide, can only be executed from the QMSYS account and requires administrator rights.



20.2 Terminating QM Sessions A System Administrator can terminate a QM session using the LOGOUT command which is documented in the Command Reference Guide. QM will attempt to tidy up, releasing any resources owned by the terminated process. Note that terminating a process carries the risk of data integrity problems if the termination occurs in the middle of an update that affects multiple files. The Windows Task Manager or the Linux or FreeBSD kill command with signal number 9 (kill -9) should only be used as a last resort if LOGOUT fails to kill the process. QM cannot catch this event and hence cannot free resources assigned to the terminated process. The RECOVER.USERS command can be used to perform a limited automated cleanup after forced termination but there are some resources that it cannot release.
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20.3 Error Logging QM includes an error logging system that records brief details of errors that may require investigation by system administrators or application developers. These include: •



Run time program errors (e.g. unassigned variables)



•



User authentication errors (failed logins)



•



Forced logout



•



Internal file system errors.



The error log is maintained in a text file named errlog in the QMSYS directory. Although it can be written directly by programs using the sequential file processing statements, this should be avoided as the buffering used by these statements may result in lost messages. Application developers should use the QMBasic LOGMSG statement if they wish to add their own messages to the log file. To avoid faulty programs generating very large log files and to remove the need for file maintenance, the ERRLOG configuration parameter sets the maximum size in kilobytes to which the error log file may grow. When this size is reached, the first half of the data in the file is discarded. The minimum acceptable non-zero value of the ERRLOG configuration parameter is 10. A smaller value will be treated as 10. Setting the ERRLOG parameter to zero disables error logging. Each log message consists of two lines of text. The first gives the date, time, QM user number, process id and login name of the user generating the error. The second line gives the actual message, indented by three spaces to make the file more readable. This format is easy to process using user written tools if required.



20.4 Managing QM Processes from the Operating System Level The qm command has a three special options that may be of use to System Administrators. qm -k uid



Kill process with QM user id uid.



qm -k all



Kill all QM processes.



qm -u



List all active QM processes
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20.5 The QMAdmin Utility This utility enables a system administrator to perform many management tasks for Windows, Linux and FreeBSD installations from any convenient PC. The initial screen displayed on entering this tool shows a pull down list of recent connections and a Connect button. The list includes an entry to enable creation of a new connection. Clicking on Connect displays a set of fields into which details of the server can be entered. The Login button establishes the connection.



Once a connection has been established, the screen changes to show a list of available administration areas and a Disconnect button. The available areas are: User names Maintenance of user security features Accounts



Creation and deletion of accounts



Active users



Monitoring logged in users



Files



Monitoring open files



Locks



Monitoring and releasing locks



Each of these areas is described below.
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20.5.1



Administration of User Names



This screen displays a list of users in QM's user database. Note that on Windows NT and upwards, Linux and FreeBSD, users only need to be registered within QM to force them into a specific account on login instead of the displaying the usual account name prompt. On Windows 95/98/ME, all QM users must be registered unless the system is running in insecure mode. Clicking on a user's name displays the details for this user on the right had side of the window. Modification of the owner, login account or administrator rights details enables the Save button to allow the modifications to be saved. The Browse button can be used to display a list of account names. The Delete user button removes this user from QM's register. It has no effect on the underlying operating system security mechanisms.
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20.5.2



Administration of Accounts



This screen displays a list of accounts registered in the ACCOUNTS file and allows the administrator to create new accounts or delete existing accounts. Clicking on an account name displays the account details at the right hand side of the window. These cannot be updated. The New account button allows entry of a new account name and corresponding pathname. The Browse button can be used to establish the pathname. The Delete button deletes the selected account. The user will be asked if the account directory is to be deleted as well as the ACCOUNTS file entry.
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20.5.3



Administration of Active Users



This screen displays all users currently logged into QM. The Auto refresh box at the top right enables automatic redisplay of the data at fixed intervals. Double clicking on a user's entry brings up a list of actions for that process. Currently the only action available is to logout the user.
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20.5.4



Administration of Files



This screen displays the files open in the system. The Auto refresh box at the top right enables automatic redisplay of the data at fixed intervals. Note that a file that has been closed by a user application may appear still to be open as QM maintains a cache of recently accessed files to boost performance of operations that repetitively open and close a file. This cache is automatically flushed on return to the command prompt and at various other times.
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20.5.5



Administration of Locks



This screen displays the active locks in the system. The Auto refresh box at the top right enables automatic redisplay of the data at fixed intervals.
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21 QM Command Line Options The QM executable stored in the bin subdirectory of the QMSYS account has a number of command line options. The command option letters shown below are all case insensitive. Note that to comply with Linux conventions, some of the options have a double hyphen prefix. -A



Causes QM to prompt for the account name on entry.



-Aname



Enters account name unless there is a fixed account name defined for the user name of the user entering QM.



-K n



Kill the QM process for user n. (See section 20.4)



-K all



Kill all QM processes. (See section 20.4)



-L



Apply a new licence. (See section 3.3)



-U



List current QM users. (See section 20.4)



-QUIET



Suppresses display of release information, etc on entry to QM. Useful in some scripted sessions.



-RESTART



Restart QM (not Windows. See section 3.4).



-RESUME



Resume database updates (See section 19.3).



-START



Start QM (not Windows See section 3.4).



-STDOUT



(Windows only) QM normally uses the Windows console APIs to output data to the screen. This option causes it to use the stdout file handle and is of use when capturing the output or piping it into other processes. It should not be used for normal terminal output as some display features may not work with this option.



-STOP



Stop QM (not Windows See section 3.4).



-SUSPEND



Suspend database updates (See section 19.3).



--HELP



Display usage help.



--VERSION



Displays version information.



It is also possible to execute a QM command directly from the operating system command prompt by appending it to the start up of the QM session, after any other command options. For example: qm RUN OVERNIGHT Note that quotes may be needed if the QM command contains any characters with special meaning to the operating system.
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22 The QMFix Utility The QM file system is designed to be robust, however, there are situations when power failures, hardware failures or abnormal termination of a process might lead to structural integrity problems within a file. The QMFix utility can be used to check the structural integrity of a file and, if an error is detected, then apply an automated correction. Although QMFix should always result in the file being usable, there are error situations where data will be lost because it simply was not in the file. To use QMFix, firstly ensure that no users have the file(s) to be processed open. It is safest to run QMFix when no users are using QM. The QMFix utility is run from the operating system command prompt, not from within QM. The command line is qmfix options pathanme where options



are case insensitive option codes from the following set: -F



Fix errors without querying



-L



Log the screen output in qmfix.log



-Lpath Log the screen output in path -Q



Query before fixing errors



-R



Recover space from unused primary and overflow blocks



pathname is the pathname of the file to be processed. This may be a list of may include wildcard characters. QMFix will ignore names that do not correspond to QM files. Thus, to check all files in a directory, simply type qmfix * Do not run QMFix with the -F option without running it to check for errors first. Note that QMFix may report that a dynamic has an incorrect load value or record count if the file was not closed properly at a system failure. These errors are unlikely to cause any serious problems and will be corrected by QMFix if the -F option is used. No automated error recovery tool can ever be 100% accurate in its decisions about the nature of errors so there is a very small risk that QMFix could make the situation worse. Always backup a file before fixing any errors in it.



Ladybridge Systems aim to provide software of the highest quality. We would be very interested to receive copies of any files that are reported as faulty by QMFix so that we can investigate the cause and improve the resilience of the QM product.
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23 The QMIdx Utility The QM file system supports alternate key indices for retrieval of data based on the content of a non-key field. Normally, these indices reside in the directory that represents the data file. This helps to ensure that the entire file and its indices are handled as one object when performing backup and restore operations Sometimes it may be useful to place the indices elsewhere. This could be to improve load balancing across multiple disk drives or to simplify exclusion of large indices from backups since they can always be recreated from the data file. This separation of the indices from the data can be achieved using the PATHNAME option of the CREATE.INDEX or MAKE.INDEX commands when the first index is created. The qmidx program is an operating system level command that allows users to report or modify the location of the indices. It has four modes of operation: qmidx -d data.path



Deletes all indices for the named file.



qmidx -m data.path index.path



Moves the indices for the named file to the new location specified by index.path. If the index path is omitted, the indices are returned to their default location in the directory identified by data.path.



qmidx -p data.path index.path



Sets the index path for the given data file. This operation is required after use of an operating system level tool to copy or move a data file to a new location. Failure to perform this step when duplicating a file may result in any changes to the copied file updating the indices of the original file.



qmidx -q data.path



Queries the location of the indices for the given data file.



This program must only be used when the file is not in use. Failure to adhere to this rule may lead to data corruption or process failure.
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24 QMNet QMNet uses the QMClient interface to provide an extension to the QM file system allowing network access to files on another QM system. Unlike use of NFS or mapped network drives, QMNet provides locking of remote records, ensuring that data integrity can be maintained on distributed data. Two steps are necessary to use QMNet. Firstly, the server must be defined, mapping the server name to a network address, user name and password. Secondly, the remote file must be defined using a Q-type VOC record.



Defining the Server The remote server is defined using the SET.SERVER command. This can only be executed by users with administrative rights in the QMSYS account. The command is SET.SERVER name address user.name password where name



is the name to be given to the server. This must consist of letters, numbers, periods and hyphens only and will be mapped to uppercase internally.



address



is the IP address or server name of the remote server. If the remote server uses a non-standard port number for QMClient access, the port number should be included, separated from the IP address by a colon (e.g. 193.118.13.48:4229).



user.name is the login name to be used on the remote system. password



is the password for the specified user. The password is stored in QM using a relatively simple encryption scheme.



The remote server must have remote access enabled by setting the NETFILES configuration parameter to 2.



Defining the Remote File Each remote file is defined by an extended form of the Q-type VOC entry where field 4 contains the name of the server. Once the file has been defined, it may be accessed by programs in the same way as a local file. The following restrictions apply to access from QMBasic programs: •



OPENSEQ and related sequential file access operations are not supported.



•



Access to remote files inside transactions will be non-transactional.



•



The FILEINFO function will return the file type as FL$TYPE.NET (6). Many other modes of FILEINFO() are not supported.



•



A maximum of 10 servers may be accessed at one time by any one QM process. There is no practical limit to the number of files that may be open on each server.



Listing Server Definitions A list of all defined QMNet servers can be displayed using the LIST.SERVERS command. This can only be executed by users with administrative rights in the QMSYS account. The command is Introduction to QM
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LIST.SERVERS



Deleting a Server Definition The definition for a remote server may be deleted using the DELETE.SERVER command. This can only be executed by users with administrative rights in the QMSYS account. The command is DELETE.SERVER name where name



is the name of the server.
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25 Building a Self-Installing Application If you are developing an application to be provided as a complete user-installable package, you probably want to automate as much as possible of this. Ideally, you would like the user to need only to execute a single program to install both QM and the application software. This section describes one way to do this. On Windows systems, we recommend use of the Astrum InstallWizard from Thraex Software but the following process should map onto other self-installer packages. Whatever installer package you use, it needs to install both QM and the application. The complication is that this process needs to run QM to create the account that will hold the application. The steps to achieve this are: 1. Unpack all the application files to wherever they need to go. The directory that will become the application account can be created during this process but the only QM specific subdirectory that should be created is the private catalogue (cat). You can place your own application install program into the cat subdirectory for later use. If you need to pre-load dictionary items or data file records, these should be unpacked into a temporary location. 2. The self-extracting file must also include the relevant version of QM as its own self-extracting file. This should be unpacked into a temporary directory. 3. Once everything has been unpacked, the process now needs to install QM by executing the QM selfextracting program. On Windows systems, use of the /silent command line option will suppress most user interaction. 4. Now that QM is installed (or upgraded), you need to use it to create the application account. The process should check whether the account already exists by looking for the VOC file and, if not, execute QM with a single command line option of "CREATE.ACCOUNT account.name account.path NO.QUERY". The quotes are required in this command and the working directory should be the QMSYS account. The CREATE.ACCOUNT command will not fail if the cat subdirectory already exists. 5. Next, you need to execute your own application installer program that should have been included in the contents of the unpacked private catalogue directory. This is done by executing QM with a command line option that is the catalogued item name and with a working directory of the newly created account. 6. Finally, you need to remove any temporary files. So, what does the catalogued install program need to do? •



We recommend that it should start by executing a COMO command to create a log file of its progress.



•



Create any application files that do not already exist.



•



Copy dictionary items from a temporary set of dictionaries unpacked from the install file. By doing this rather than simply overwriting the dictionaries, anything that had been added will not be lost when updating an existing installation.



•



Build any indices that are required.



•



Create any application specific VOC entries such as paragraphs and sentences.
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26 Building a Web Server Application There are advanced web based packages available for QM but for many applications a simple CGI program gives an easy way to achieve web connectivity with no additional software. The program below4 requires the qmclilib library to be included when it is compiled and linked. The executable program file should be placed in the cgi-bin subdirectory of the relevant web account. #include #include #include #include #include







[ Windows ] [ Linux / FreeBSD ]



// Set the following six lines as appropriate for your system #define SERVER_ADDRESS "localhost" /* Server network address or name... */ #define SERVER_PORT 4243 /* ...and port on which to connect */ #define SERVER_USER "xxx" /* Server user name... */ #define SERVER_PASSWORD "xxxxx" /* ...and password */ #define SERVER_ACCOUNT "xxxxx" /* Web server QM account name */ #define SERVER_PROGRAM "xxxxx" /* Catalogued program to run on server */ char NullString[] = ""; char char char char



InputData[32767] = ""; Response[99999] = ""; * ClientIP; * ClientUser;



/* /* /* /*



Incoming data stream */ Response to send */ Client IP address */ User name if web authentication used */



/* ====================================================================== */ int main() { char * RequestMethod; char * p; RequestMethod = getenv("REQUEST_METHOD"); if (RequestMethod == NULL) { printf("Program must be executed by a Web browser\n"); return 1; } ClientIP = ((p = getenv("REMOTE_ADDR")) != NULL)?p:NullString; ClientUser = ((p = getenv("REMOTE_USER")) != NULL)?p:NullString; if (!strcmp(RequestMethod,"GET")) { if ((p = getenv("QUERY_STRING")) != NULL) strcpy(InputData, p); } else if (!strcmp(RequestMethod,"POST")) { if ((p = getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")) != NULL) { fread(InputData, atoi(p), 1, stdin); } }



4



This program is based on an example provided by Glenn Groves of Freedomsoft.
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Introduction to QM /* Check for locally processed screens */ ParseInputData(); if (!QMConnect(SERVER_ADDRESS, SERVER_PORT, SERVER_USER, SERVER_PASSWORD, SERVER_ACCOUNT)) { strcpy(Response, "Failed to connect. The server may be offline."); } else { QMCall(SERVER_PROGRAM, 4, InputData, ClientIP, ClientUser, Response); QMDisconnect(); } printf("Content-type: text/html\n\n"); printf("<meta http-equiv=\"Pragma\" content=\"no-cache\">\n"); printf("%s\n", Response); return 0; }



Web requests received by this program will be passed to the catalogued QMBasic subroutine identified by SERVER_PROGRAM. The declaration of this is SUBROUTINE SERVER(INPUT.DATA, CLIENT.IP, CLIENT.USER, RESPONSE) When used with HTML forms with the method attribute set to "post" or "get", any data sent with the form will be passed to the QM server program via the first argument (INPUT.DATA). Typically, the form would include an item in this data that can be used to determine the screen being processed. The CLIENT.IP is the network address of the client user and can be used for simple security checking. If the user has been authenticated using the conventional web user authentication process, the user name appears in CLIENT.USER. If authentication has not been performed, this will be a null string. The server subroutine must return valid HTML data to be returned to the web client via the RESPONSE argument.
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27 System Limits Maximum number of users



Determined by the licence



Maximum number of phantoms



Determined by the licence



Maximum hashed file size



16384Gb



Maximum sequential file size



Limited only by the operating system



Maximum records in a file



Limited only by file size



Maximum record key size



63 bytes, configurable to 255 bytes (MAXIDLEN parameter)



Maximum record size



2Gb



Maximum indices per file



32



Maximum AK index key size



255 bytes



Maximum record locks



Set system wide by NUMLOCKS parameter. The upper limit is determined only by available memory.



Maximum number of open files



Set system wide by NUMFILES parameter. The upper limit is determined only by available memory. A single file opened by multiple users counts as one in this calculation.



Maximum program size



8Mb per program module



Maximum character string size



2Gb



Maximum integer value



32 bits (2147483647). The QM run machine will switch to floating point representation for larger values



Maximum floating point value



IEEE 64 bit representation. Upper limit 2^1024.
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28 Glossary of Terms Abort



An event that occurs at a major application failure. Aborts can be generated by QM internally if it detects a serious error, by application software, or by the end user (though this can be disabled). All programs, menus, paragraphs, etc active in the user's process are discarded and the user returns to the command prompt. The ON.ABORT VOC item can be used to capture this event and take special action.



Account



A collection of database files, programs, etc that form an application. From outside QM, an account is an operating system directory.



AK



See Alternate Key Index



Alias



A way to assign an alternative name to a command, perhaps only within specific QM sessions. For example, users migrating from Pick style environments frequently use ALIAS to make COPY run the COPYP command.



Alternate Key Index



An index structure that allows applications to identify all records that have a particular value in for a secondary key item. The index contains a list of primary key values for each secondary key value.



Association



The relationship between two or more multivalued data items where the values belong together. For example, an order processing system might have two associated fields, one holding a list of product codes, the other a list of quantities ordered.



Attribute



An alternative name for a field.



B-tree files



A file structure used to store alternate key indices. B-tree (balanced tree) files use an internal structure that stores data in sorted order and hence allow efficient access to ranges of key values.



Catalog(ue)



A repository for application programs. QM supports three modes of cataloguing; local, private and global. Local and private cataloguing normally restrict access to the program to the one account. Globally catalogued programs can be accessed from all accounts.



Command prompt



A prompt (a colon) displayed by the command processor when it is waiting for a command to be entered. This prompt changes to a double colon if the default select list is active.



Command stack



A list of the most recent commands executed by a user. The command stack editor allows a user to look back at this historic data, modify commands and repeat commands. (In strict computing terms, the command stack isn't a stack at all. It's a queue but the incorrect term is widely used.)



Common block



A block of data items used by an application that are to be shared between programs in the one user process.



COMO File



A record in a special file ($COMO) that stores a copy of all output sent to the user's terminal. COMO (command output) trapping is enabled/disabled with the COMO command.



Conversion code



A code describing how data must be transformed from its internal representation within the database before displaying it to a user. For example, dates are usually stored internally as the number of days since 31 December 1967.



Correlative



A rather limited equivalent to I-type dictionary items supported by QM to simplify migration from other multivalue database products.



Database



A collection of data stored in a form that enables easy access to specific items.



Debugger



A development tool for debugging QMBasic programs.



Dictionary



A secondary component attached to most database files that contains a description of the format of records stored in the file and default settings controlling how the query processor will display this data.
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Directory files



A simple file structure that makes use of the underlying operating system's files to represent database records. Directory files do not offer high performance but can be accessed from outside QM and are therefore frequently used to exchange data with other software.



Dynamic array



A character string divided into fields, values and subvalues using the mark characters. A database record is stored in this way but dynamic arrays can be used by application developers for other lists of items.



Dynamic file



A type of hashed file that automatically changes its modulus value to react to changes in the volume of data stored.



errlog



An error log file in the QMSYS account. QM writes entries to this log whenever an error is detected. Applications can also write to the log using the QMBasic LOGMSG statement.



Field



A column from the tabular representation of a database file.



File



A database table. QM supports hashed files for high performance and directory files for data exchange.



Format code



A code describing the way in which a data item is to be displayed or printed specifying, for example, the number of characters and justification.



Group



A portion of a hashed file. The number of groups in a file varies automatically according to the volume of data stored in it.



Group size



The size of a group in multiples of 2048 bytes. QM allows group size values in the range 1 to 8.



Hashed files



High performance files in which the location of a record is calculated by applying the hashing algorithm.



Hashing algorithm



A mathematical calculation applied to the characters of a record key to deduce the group in which that record will be stored.



Hot Spot Monitor



A tool for identifying the number of times each module of an application is executed and the processing time spent in them.



ID



Another name for the primary key of a record.



I-descriptor



Another name for an I-type.



Information style



A reference to the command and programming language style found in the Prime Information multivalue database product and others that adopt this style.



Inline prompt



A special syntax in a QM command that allows substitution of data into the command. Although the name implies that the construct will prompt the user for this data, there are many variants that retrieve data from elsewhere.



I-type



A dictionary item that describes a calculation that yields a result that can then be used exactly as though the value was stored in the database.



Key



A shortened term for the primary key of a record.



Keyword



A word or symbol affecting the behaviour of a command. Keywords correspond to Ktype VOC entries.



Laws of Normalisation



A set of rules that govern the construction of relational databases. Multivalue databases discard the first law of normalisation, allowing them to store multivalued data. This results in a data model that more accurately reflects the real world than a fully normalised database, usually requires fewer tables and is quicker to develop.



Locking



A mechanism used to ensure that two users cannot update the same data item simultaneously, a situation that would usually result in errors.



Mark characters



Characters used within the QM to separate field, value and subvalues within a database record or other dynamic array.
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Menu



A VOC record that describes a numbered list of options to be displayed to the user. Each option would have an associated sentence to be executed and, optionally, some help text.



Modulus



The number of groups in a hashed file.



Multi-file



A file that is made up from multiple subfiles that share a single dictionary. For example, a sales application might have a multi-file with a subfile for each business region.



Multivalue



Breaking a simple data item (typically a field) into multiple instances of the same type of data.



Overflow



QM uses high performance hashed files in which the location of a record can be deduced from its primary key. If there is insufficient space to store the record at its calculated location, the file system extends the group by adding one or more overflow blocks.



Paragraph



A VOC record containing a script of commands to be executed. Paragraphs can include special commands to provide conditional execution, loops, jumps, prompts, etc.



Phantom



A QM process that runs in the background without a terminal. Phantom processes are started with the PHANTOM command and store a copy of all output that would normally have gone to the terminal in the $COMO file.



Phrase



A part of a sentence, excluding the verb. Phrase entries may appear in the VOC or in dictionaries. Phrases are used as short forms in commands, to set defaults for the query processor, and to link fields within an association.



Pick style



A reference to the command and programming language style found in the Pick multivalue database product and others that adopt this style. (The first multivalue database environment was created by Dick Pick).



Primary key



A character string that uniquely identifies a record in a file. QM supports keys from 1 to 255 characters in length but lengths over 63 characters require a configuration parameter to be amended.



Proc



The predecessor of paragraphs found in other multivalue database products and supported in QM for ease of migration. Development of new Procs is discouraged.



Process dump file



A text file optionally generated at a run time application error. This file contains a full report on the state of the application at the time of the error.



QMAdmin



A Windows graphical tool for simple monitoring of a QM system.



QMBasic



The programming language used to develop QM applications.



QMClient



An interface that allows access to QM from other languages such as Visual Basic or C.



QMFix



A tool for checking the internal structure of QM files after a system crash.



QMIdx



A tool for updating internal pointers if an alternate key index file is moved.



qmlnxd



A daemon process that runs on non-Windows system to perform background system monitoring tasks.



QMNet



An integrated component of QM that allows access to data stored on another QM server with full support for locking.



Record



An item stored in a database file. The file system accesses data at the record level. Interpretation and manipulation of the content of the record is up to the application and related system tools. A record is usually formed from multiple fields which may in turn be broken down into values and subvalues.



Relational Database



A style of database that represents data in the form of tables (relations).



Secondary key



A data item in a record, or a value calculated from data in the record, that is to be used to construct an alternate key index so that records can be selected based on this value.



Select list



A list of items, usually primary keys, to be processed. QM provides memory resident
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numbered select lists that are private to the process using them and disk based named lists that can be shared or retained for later use. Sentence



A complete QM command or the start of one. A sentence may be typed at the command prompt or it may be stored in the VOC for later execution simply by typing the name of the VOC record.



String



A sequence of characters stored as a data item.



Subvalue



A subdivision of a value to represent multiple instances of the same type of data within the value. For example, an order processing system might have a multivalued product number field but also need to store the serial number of each item shipped.



Table



Another name for a database file.



Terminfo



An internal database that stores details of the control codes appropriate to all terminal types supported by QM.



Transaction



A related set up updates to a database that must either all happen or none must happen.



Trigger



A user written QMBasic subroutine that is executed whenever selected operations are performed against a file. Triggers get their name from their use to trigger other related updates but they can also be used for data validation.



Value



A subdivision of a field to represent multiple instances of the same type of data. For example, an order processing system might have multiple values stored in the product number field of an order.



Verb



The command word in a sentence. This is always the first word and corresponds to a Vtype VOC entry.



VOC



A file found in all accounts that contains a list of all the words and symbols that can be used in commands and details of how they should be processed. By changing the VOC, it is possible to extend or modify the QM command language.



Vocabulary



See VOC.
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